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11. Anthroponietric Basis for 3- and 6-Year- tirenient techiniqurvs. The measurements are often
Old-Child Masterbody Forms. not rep~rodlucible an(I are p~oorly3 or inacciurately

In 1)64a copreensve ltertur seach tl~ defhined (e.g., bitroclunteric dliameter defined as.,
an Olbjective of bringing together all1 of tihe childl li)wdh.I diint hs ehia )0)
(lata then availab~le wats initiatedl by thle D)ivision keimis, lpaSt studies have been orientated either

of ccileft Pevet in. .S.I~eartent~ twar longitudinal oi- cross-sectional imicans of
of'lt Accdn rvnio.US ipamleto to'd

the . lol, n~lWelfre,". . o iiec assessing the anthropoinetric characteristics of
urget 'e foraccunulaiomi ofchildireni. These two ap~proaches have dlifferent

dat onchid meatirniets o h ued n tstiiw methods of data presentation that result in in-
(lummlies M{'ovile ad Curchll,15)4). compilarable (data sets. Similarly, age values tire

Th''le reoilting survey attempltedl to collect design reported in (different ways in the literature. For
(lt tht wulddesribethecirumfren e xampe, age 6 in one study many men exactly

draalthat~ woldt ofe bode t scicfmces 6 'amrs past. b~irth lbut more often includles s-,)
thealenths ofd depth osegleents; andSetheilolation jects 5.5 to 6.5 years old; other studies may in-
of primary hinge points- for thle infant ait birth -Lat

mmake it (lillicult to evaluate and conupair-eat
12 yars andmals an fealesat ge 1 yers. that. may appear in the literature and often are12 yeramnaesadfnae t g 8yas ot. known or are not. obvious to thle user. AOf87 p~ri .sed anthroonti diesois(C uther problem with the limited numbers of
termuine~~~~~~~~l tobLeesayfrlaiiulein esurements avatilable in the literature is that.they found that 22 major. dimensions were commi- II

pletely unavailable in the literature. 'McConville teeaegnrlytaiinlmaueet e
mmmlChuchil oservd "l'hs lck o (ltaie~l veloped for growth studies or pop~ulation descrip-
ant~iopoetri infrmaton i some~vht t on andl provide insufficient b~asis for the design

prisingr in view of the number of such studies ofcide'bdyors
wvhich have been carried out in the past few Ini 1956 tile Natoa CetrfrHelhSa
(decades." They fon e tuisltided fill tistics (NCHS) wats authorized to conduct a
the dlesiredl statistics andl they hand to take "cer- nationwide Health Examination Survey (I-lES). A
taut liberties" in thle treatment of those thamt wer ks part of the first. cycle conducted betwveen 1959

availabl. 1111( 1962, indhividuals aged 18 to 79 years were
measuired. A second cycle conducted from 1963

The most recent comprehensive review of the truh16 a ietda esrmnso
anthropoinetric literature for- children wvas con - to1-erodciden. hr yl a
ducted for the Childre' aordnDviio.ctld betwe 1966 and 1970 with youthis

Bureu o ProuctSafty. oodan~lDru Ad aged 12 to 17 years. As part of this third survey.
Data of Infant andl Child Measurements. Interi

minstrtio. ''le rsulingpumliatin. Souce body measurements werece inCe It unk the
Data. 192"(it (yer et al.. 19)72), provided.li liolu m auemen sei lcted ineCsles er ancldeId

handbook of 23 measurements fr'ont 35 stud~ies huaenierg-yem srsweexcddlbecauise "it iva8 dci~ded for Cycle III that ac"-and references for more than 80t) worldwide c-urate biologic data on. growth and developmnent
stu~liesin U.S. children had a higher priority than 1w-

In using (data from this publilcation. one mnust
co tie seea iiain.Mn rwhsu- mn-nierng data. so the battery of body

Zmes inidicate that. the secuilar trendl in size is oh- mmauennsi aial h rdtoa nho
m'egmmrnielr only omethr ofl toegitudieslreported in

g~rowvth and dlevelop~ment condlucted in this
thle Slnyder: et al.. 19)72. collation were coniducted counmt -* oe tile paist. 40 yeamrs." (NCIIS. Series
in the past. (decade. Some stud~ies may not be '9N. ,565), pp. -5-6.)
representative of the U.S. p~opulat ion but describe Because plmyiscal measurements were acces,-om'v
highly selected populations. such as White schlool in formimmtion in tile, lIES studly. the tinie per subl-

(!hldrn n Pila-1hia Futhrmoe.miany of jeci rest rict ed thle nmbler of liucasureients that
- thve.e stumd ies r'eport dlata that were collected b.% could be taken. Nevertheless. 38 nmeasmmrenemmts

inexpericed i mm casmrcrs. mm ingr ntoui-tanilardl lj(as- N~ere obtained (Hlaimill et al.. 19)70; Malimia et al..

2



1973) and( mied its part of this, anthIropomietrie In sunmnary, :30 dimensions onl thle list are1design data base. isbasil data in the literature whereas 68 dinen-
Marti's (954,W.5.) daa ar 90 '(-.,-vs old and( sioIn5 a~re either estimaittedbytlte])oibad

Children ini southern Micigan. More revenitly tile tw ()cliiltli-ei. Thew compllete list of aiit ird)-
St oudt's 19711 compilation, whc steils o l) oii&'tl'ic vaiabjle's1 Withi selectvd dlimeiC onls is

1)lte.relOrt (ltaon an 6.-yer-od wven in Tfable 1. Landmark definitions and
children, these data had to be. adljustedl to con- measuremenIW~t (lQ.c(ipt ioIIs call be found inl
formi with :3-yea* and 6-year age (dimensions for Ap~pendix A.
the mnasterbodlv forms. Thle data rep~orted by Cla.1 nimterbody forms were sculptulred to meet.
Malina (1973) tire on at nationwide Nllnlple but thle des-,ignj jalje, withuinl ±2 iiimmn of all established
include no data. o,.. .,-veart-to children. Fulrth~er- dimensions. During the eour-e of sculpturing thle,
more, they reported (dimenlsionIs oil 21 measure1'(- imasterbody fornis, every effort was made to ad-
meats that were seleetedl primarily " to (lefine a
normal p)atternl of growth and (lev-elopnelt in
children in the United States in the middle
1960i's." 4

The most recent comprehensive studyi of
children's measurements is by Snyder et it].
(197-5)). Forty-one. body measurements were

taken onl 4,027 infanlts and children iereseing

to 13 years. While these (lata rep~resent at number3
of functional measurements p~articu~lar'ly useful 4
for, product (designers a11(] Federal standards for

children's p~roducts, no attempt was made to 0o)-

ita child anthrop)omorphic dlummy.* 1

Trhus, the anthropomietric requirements for (de-
fining the miorphiology of child manikins are not
met in any of the prleceding documents nor- ill
atiy of the others noted in tile list of references.

limited inforination onl heights, breadths, circum-
ferences, and body proportions of .3- and 6-year-
old children.

Most of tile missing data in the anthropoinetric4
liter'ature are unique to the requiremnents of sculp-
turing a masterbody form. For example, the
shape of tile torso at the nipples is dlescribed by
circumference, b~readthl. dlepth, a1nd( height front

Fn~tim~I .Th ie-yar-ltIcil ca.% l1m14terl(y formi.
seat pan. Chest circumference and (1e1 thl are
avlble) ileltrtrbttedionl in- jumst thle shape of thle segmiuent s to Conform to thle
forniation is not. Two children, ages 3.-5 and -5.5 breldth, depth, and circumference within thle dIe-
years, were mmeasuredI dulimlg this stftdy to obtain sired tolerance. In some, instances, however,

4 tihe additional data the teaum usedl as guidelin~es wvhere the three dimensions had( apparently i'--
for estimating thle dlesiredl dlimuensions. reconicilab~le dlifferecfes, breadth and dlepthm were

given at higher (design p~riority than circumfercnce.
~ The hihi fi ~ . ~ dm~ The (ompllet ed cly um ast cr1 odly fornms for- th

11S atill' taP W bd.1sies if he - all -,%ar-dd 3- and 6-vearin- old cdl remesjuci ivel y are shownm ill
children Wveld [w'ing ldeterillinedl. F'iguires 1 and 2. 1f

3
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iuasterforius. After each sect ion badl cured, it
wils keyed and the next appropriate section was
cast, with a (Aliglit overlalp to p~revent any mnder- M
(utt ing i U ., oosit ive. A rigid 3%- to /inh

-thick collposi!( wall resuiltedl inl the mold.
For castig the dental stone model, the coin-

posite m1old was assembled and1( 11(1( in position

by glass fiber tape. The tape stabilized the keyed
sections5 inl positionl and prevented distortion froml
internal for-ces while pouring andl curing took

- place. '[le whole-body cast wats made of dental

a mleaisurdl density of 1.7. T[he casting material

umoved and the stone model examined foi- any
imperfections observable on the cast surface. All
p~orous areas on 1ine model surface wvere removed

lnd filled with dental stone. and all excess stone
(between the upper arm and torso and at the

siof adj~oininig section 'eams) was remfovedl.
~ 4 During this repair and smnoo)(thiuig p)rocedurie. all

landmarks and most of the other body dlimensioins

liG Fmri 2.-SIxyear-old-chid clav uumsteribody form.

III. Mass Distribution Properties of the 3-
and 6-Year-Old.Child Masterbody Seg- V -

Iliaito to determining the sizes and shiapes

of the 3- and 6-year-old-child masterhody forms,
it asiicesay to determine their ,seetal

mass distribution characteristics. Dental stonieW
reproduict ions of the clay masterbody forms were '

uIlale ali(l Segmulentedl at app~lroximat ed jouit loca- -

tions. Mass, volume, ceniter of mass. and inass
-~~ momnits of inertia of thle resullting~ segmnents

were thlu expeillielitaflv (determined. The fol-
lowiug" di-elsion describ~es the technique uised
with tile n-,ultant data fromu the stone reproduce-
t ionls.

Surfaces of sciptumred clay uiaterbody forms
were smi oothI ed prior to prep~aring the mold sec-
tionis for casting" the dlental s9tonle. Pi"ule3fil'e
trates one(, of the clay masterhody formus iii the
prm-,e of (-(nst riieiig thle muolds. ''iese molds
werle Iuuad' ili keyed ,votions by overlaving" Sev- , :. mttm II ro u m
('I11fli (Iii e uu v-s of out hoj )( Iic plas er oil fle clay 1 r Imi in l iRu

4



TABLE 1.

Anthropometric Data for Design of 3- and
6-Year-Old-Child Masterbody Forms

Variable Dimension Source Dimension Source
No. Name 3-yr-old 6-yr-old

1 Weight 33 lb (10)* 46 lb (10)

cm in cm in

2 Stature 96.5 38,0 (10)* 116.8 46.0 (10)
3 Sitting height 55,9 22.0 (1,2,3) 63.5 25.0 (1,2,3)
4 Eye height 45.5 17.9 (10) 51.8 20.4 (10)
5 Tragion height 45.0 17.7 (9,10) 51.3 20.2 (9,10) All

6 Cervical height 38.3 15,1 (3,10) 44.2 17.4 (3,10)
7 Acromion height 34.6 13.6 (3,10) 39.4 15.5 (3,10)
8 Biacromial breadth 21.8 8.6 (2) 25.4 10.0 (2,4)
9 Suprasternale height 35.2 13.9 (4,10) 40.1 15.8 (4,10)

10 Substernale height 25.2 9.9 (4,10) 27.3 10.7 (4,10)
11 Torso height, axilla 29.9 11.8 (9) 34.0 13.4 (9)
12 Torso breadth, axilla 17.6 6.9 (9) 20.3 8.0 (9)
13 Torso depth, axilla 12.1 4.8 (9) 13.2 5.2 (9)
14 Torso height, nipple 27.2 10.7 (10) 31.0 12.2 (10)
15 Torso breadth, nipple 17.4 6.9 (10) 19.2 7.6 (4,10)
16 Torso depth, nipple 12.9 5.1 (3,6) 14.3 5.6 (3,4,7)
17 Torso circumference, nipple 51.0 20.1 (2) 59.4 23.4 (2,4)

18 Internipple distance 11.4 4.5 (9,10) 11.4 4.5 (9,10)
19 Torso depth, substernale 12.9 5.1 (9,10) 14.3 5.6 (9)
20 Torso height, 10th rib 17.3 6.8 (9) 19.3 7.6 (9)
21 Torso breadth, 10th rib 15.2 6.0 (9) 19.5 7.7 (10)
22 Torso height, waist 15.5 6.1 (10) 17.5 6.9 (9)
23 Torso breadth, waist 16.1 6.3 (2.9) 19.4 7.6 (2,9)
24 Torso depth, waist 16.4 6.5 (10) 16.7 6.6 (9)
25 Torso circumference, waist 52.7 20.7 (10) 57.2 22.5 (4,10)
26 Torso height, iliocristale 13.2 5.2 (3,9) 15.7 6.2 (3,9)
27 Torso breadth, iliocristale 16.5 6.5 (9,10) 19.8 7.8 (4,9,10)
28 Torso depth, iliocristale 15.8 6.2 (10) 16.6 6.5 (10)
29 Torso circumference,

iliocristale 53.7 21.1 (10) 58.0 22.8 (10)
30 Anterior superior iliac spine

height 11.9 4.7 (9) 12.4 4.9 (9)
31 Bispinous breadth 13.7 5.4 (10) 15.0 5.9 (9)
32 Trochanterlon height 5.2 2.0 (9) 5.6 2.2 (9)33 Torso breadth, trochanterion 20.8 8.2 (10) 23.5 9.3 (10)

34 Trochaiteriou-to-.at back
distance 7.5 3.0 (10) 9.1 3.6 (9)

35 Maximum hip breadth 20.2 8.0 (3,9) 23.1 9.1 (3,4,9)
36 Sitting hip circumference 59.2 23.3 (9) 68.0 26.8 (10)
37 Thigh-abdominal junction height 8.0 3.1 (3,9) 10.2 4.0 (2,3,4,9)
38 Thigh-abdominal junction-to-

seat back distance 14.4 5.7 (9) 15.2 6.0 (9)
39 Thigh circumference, thigh-

abdominal junction 28.4 11.2 (2,9) 34.5 13.6 (2,9)
40 Thigh circumference, popliteal 24.0 9.4 (9) 26.8 10.6 (9)
41 Thigh depth, popliteal 7.8 3.1 (9,10) 8.5 3.3 (6,9)

*Numbers In parentheses refer to references at end of table.

| ! .



Variable Dimension Source Dimension Source
No. Name 3-yr-old 6-yr-old

cm in cm in

42 Buttock-knee length 34.4 13.5 (10) 38.1 15.0 (2,3,4,9)
43 Buttock-popliteal length 27.1 10.7 (10) 30.2 11.9 (10)
44 Knee height 28.4 11.2 (3,9) 35.8 14.1 (2,3,9)
45 Popliteal height 20.6 8.1 (3,9) 27.7 10.9 (3,4,9)A
46 Knee circumference 25.8 10.2 (9,10) 26.6 10.5 (9,10) •

47 Knee breadth 6.6 2.6 (7,9) 7.5 3.0 (4,7,9)
48 Lower leg circumference,

popliteal 21.2 8.3 (9) 22.1 8.7 (9)
49 Lower leg depth, popliteal 6.4 2.6 (9,10) 6.9 2.7 (9,10)
50 Lower leg circumference,

maximum 21.1 8.3 (2,3,9) 23.5 9.3 (2,3,9)

51 Lower leg height, maximum
circumference 18.4 7.2 (9) 21.6 8.5 (9)

52 Lower leg depth, maximum
circumference 6.8 2.7 (9) 7.6 3.0 (9) -

53 Lower leg breadth, maximum
circumference 6.3 2.5 (9) 7.4 2.9 (9)

54 Lower leg circumference,
minimum 14.9 5.9 (9,10) 16.1 6.3 (4,9,10)

55 Lower leg height, minimum
circumference 6.2 2.4 (9) 7.1 2.8 (9)

56 Lower leg depth, minimum
circumference 5.1 2.0 (9) 5.8 2.3 (9)

57 Lower leg breadth, minimum
circumference 4.2 1.7 (9) 4.5 1.8 (9)

58 Ankle breadth 4.7 1.9 (9.10) 5.7 2.2 (9,10)
59 Sphyrion height 3.6 1.4 (9) 4.1 1.6 (9)
60 Foot length 15.8 6.2 (3,9) 17.8 7.0 (2,3,4)
61 Foot breadth 5.9 2.3 (3,9) 6.7 2.6 (2,3,4)
62 Heel breadth 3.8 1.5 (9) 3.8 1.5 (9)
63 Shoulder-elbow length 18.5 7.3 (3,9) 23.4 9.2 (2,3,4)
64 Upper arm circumference,

axilla 17.8 7.0 (9) 20.8 8.2 (9)
65 Upper arm depth, axilla 7.1 2.8 (9) 7.8 3.1 (9)
66 Upper arm circumference,

mid-arm 17.5 6.9 (2,3,9) 21.1 8.3 (2,3,4,9)

67 Upper arm depth, mid-arm 6.1 2.4 (9) 7.5 3.0 (9) )
68 Upper arm circumference,

antecubital 16.8 6.6 (9) 19.2 7.6 (9)
69 Upper arm depth, antecubital 5.9 2.3 (9) 6.9 2.7 (9)
70 Elbow breadth 4.4 1.7 (9) 4.8 1.9 (9)
71 Elbow circumference 18.5 7.3 (9) 21.4 8.4 (9)
72 Forearm-hand length 26.0 10.2 (3,9) 31.0 12.2 (2,3,9)
73 Forearm circumference, A

maximum 17.0 6.7 (3,9) 19.9 7.8 (3,4,9)
74 Forearm depth, maximum

circumference 5.1 2.0 (9) 6.4 2.5 (9)
75 Wrist circumference,

minimum 11.2 4.4 (9) 13.3 5.2 (3,9)
76 Wrist breadth, minimum

circumference 4.0 1.6 (2,3,9) 4.8 1.9 (9)
77 Wrist depth, minimum

circumference 2.7 1.1 (9) 3.3 1.3 (9)

*Numbers in parentheses refer to references at end of table.



Variable Dimension Source Dimension Source
No. Name 3-yr-old 6-yr-old

cm in cm in

78 Hand length 11.4 4.5 (2,3) 13.4 5.3 (2,3,4)
79 Hand breadth, metacarpale III 5.3 2.1 (3.9) 6.1 2.4 (3,5,9)
80 Hand depth, metacarpale III 1.9 0.7 (9) 1.9 0.7 (9)
81 Palm length 6.4 2.5 (9) 7.1 2.8 (9)
82 Head length 17.9 7.0 (3,7,9) 18.1 7.1 (2,3,8,9)
83 Head breadth 13.5 5.3 (3,7,9) 14.1 5.6 (2,3,8,9)
84 Head circumference 50.8 20.0 (2,3,9) 52.2 20.6 (3,5,9)
85 Tragion-to-vertex distance 11.0 4.3 (9,10) 12.2 4.8 (9,10)
86 Tragion-to-wall distance 9.0 3.5 (9,10) 9.8 3.9 (9,10)
87 Menton-to-vertex distance 17.5 6.9 (9) 20.4 8.0 (10)
88 Menton-to-wall distance 16.0 6.3 (9) 17.0 6.7 (9)
89 Glabella-to-vertex distance 7.9 3.1 (9) 9.2 3.6 (9)
90 Bitragion breadth 10.7 4.2 (9) 11.7 4.6 (9,10)
91 Bitragion-coronal arc 31.7 12.5 (9,10) 32.9 13.0 (9,10)
92 Bitragion-glabella arc 25.6 10.1 (9,10) 24.2 9.5 (9,10)
93 Bitragion-menton arc 25.0 9.8 (9,10) 25.4 10.0 (9,10)
94 Bigonial breadth 8.1 3.2 (9) 9.4 3.7 (8,9)
95 Neck circumference 23.3 9.2 (3,9) 27.5 10.8 (2,3,9)
96 Neck breadth 7.0 2.8 (9) 8.0 3.1 (9)
97 Neck depth 6.7 2.6 (9,10) 8.9 3.5 (9,10)
98 Suprasternale-cervicale

distance 8.2 3.2 (9) 8.7 3.4 (9)

Sources: The references cited here are those from which the anthropometric data for the
3- and 6-year-old-child body forms were obtained. In many instances the design
value for a particular dimension is not the value reported in these references but, instead,
is one adjusted to the average stature and weight of a hypothetical 3- or 6-year-
old child.

(1) McConville and Churchill, 1964.
(2) Snyder et al., 1972.
(3) Stoudt, 1971.
(4) Malina et al.. 1973.
(5) Martin, 1954.
(6) Martin, 1955.
(7) Meredith and Boynton, 1937.
(8) Young, 1966.
(9) Reynolds, personal communication.

(10) Team estimate.
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Fumt S.-Side view of 6- ('ar-old-ehiIld stotie II) 't-. imtK %.-RIear i ew of 6-yearl-dild stonie miodel.

(circumferences, heights, breadlths. and depthis) established to p~ass through an estimated joint A
were i'elieatued to ini-'ure that at 1re6-.v uluplica- (eniter to k~eep tile s9egmients a ntmclyds

tion of thle iaister models was achieved. 'IThe timict, as p)ossible. The location of these cult planesC
diental Stolle cast dupjlicated the maitster' ittodel resultedi in hecad, niek. tipper torso. lower torso.
With less than 1 1111 distortion. r'ight tipper arml, 1iright lower armll righit ha,1,

T1he diental stone modlel was then marked in igt- tpe e.rgtlwrlg and righlt foot
prepraton fr sgmenatin. Frst allan- body segients for both the 3- and 6-year-old-

thropoinetric landmnarkcs were nmarked with ant child Stone models. The cut planies were located
indelliblpen. Second. tilt axis system %wa-;estal:- oil thle (lental Stolle mlodels in thle approximate

lisiedanddrwn il it( sgnl~lt t (lfile tle equvalntlocations of the following anatomical
principal anatomical Planes (sagit tml. transverse. plan~es:
and horizontal) for the seated position of the Icda. A compountd cut seCpalatedl thle head almit
models. T1hird. three tick mnarkcs were made onl neckc. Te cut piissetl along thle base of thle 4

each cut. Iplatne ofsgnnttin(ep (hand1(lev skull to tile eat- andi then Cont inued1 to anti ante-

et aL. 197-5. foi- details of this miarking tevihniquie) nior-iniferior dlirectionl to pass appIroximnately

to establish these p~lanes in three-dimtensional tangent~ to thie gonial angles of thle mndible.
Sp~ace. AecA. Thle superior cut was as described for

T1he imodlel cured uinder roomi enviroimet al the head/neckc separat ion. rte inferior cut
Vonlditionis for, 1414 holurs while it Iva" living pie- pa.,spe 11(lng an ititenior-ly depressdhr.na
par'ed for segment at ion. 'rte total weight foir plane at tile aplproximante p~osterior level of cci'-
each of the -,tolle tmodels ait thIe time of negIl tent a- vicale anid thle anter'ior level of sulprasternale.
tion wa : 38.266 kcg for- thle 6_Yemr-oldI_-chiId model( 1 /Ppcri io,'.o. ile Sutperior cut was tile ineck
andi 21.1t6t kgr for tile :1-veau'-old-chid mioudel. in ferior cut. Th'le inferior cut was a hiorizont al

Tile (,-lit 1)1ante., of tile segm ent s arte illIu:1tv plte ante th1at pv1-m'd thiirough tle torso at tile level
ilt Figre'-p . tiltolugh 9. Thle cuit plamunes were of t lie 10tl u'ib. 2



Lower Torso. The superior cut was the upper et al., 1969; Chandler et al., 1975). Volume was
torso inferior cut. The inferior cut passed measured by lowering each segment into a tank
through the hip as a plane defined by the right and displacing water equal to the volume of the
trochanterion, left trochanterion, and thigh- specimen, then weighing the displaced water and
abdominal junction landmarks. This cut passed correcting for temperature. This corrected weight
along an estimated hip joint center of rotation eeis equal in mnpitude to the volume of the speci-
as defined by an axis passing through the right

men with a density of unity (1 g/cm3 ). 'The coin-bined weight of the 3-year-old-child model was

Upper A m. The superior cut pa.ssed from the 14.507 kg (31.98 lb) and for the 6-year-old-child
model was 21.108 kg (46.57 lb). These values

mion. The inferior cut bisected the elbow at
approximately 450, passing through the olecranon compare very well with the design values of

15 kg (33 lb) for the 3-year-old-child model andprocess and the antecuibital region of the elbow.
20.9 kg (46 lb) for the 6-year-old-child model.

Lower A mn. The superior cut was the upper The measured data do not include the ker loss.
arm inferior cut. The inferior cut passed
through the distal wrist crease approximately which
perpendicular to the long axis of the segment. 14.6812 kg (34.3 Ib) for the 3-year-old-child model

and 21.515 kg (47.3 lb) for the 6-year-old-childHand. The cut was the inferior cut for the
Iodel.

lower arm.

Upper Leg. The superior cut was the lower
torso inferior cut. The inferior cut bisected the
knee at approximately 450, passing through the.
patella and the popliteal region of the knee.

Lower Leg. The superior cut was the upper
leg inferior cut. The inferior cut )assed tangent
to sphyrion and bisected the ankle with the least
amount of foot possible attached to the lower
leg.

Foot. The cut was the inferior cut for the
lower leg.

The resulting body segments are illustrated in
Fignres 10 and 11. The cuts were made by using
a Biro electric saw. The total kerf loss by weight
of dental stone for the 6-year-old-child model was
552 g (1.4 percent of its total body weight) and
for the 3-year-old-child model was 319 g (1.2
percent of its total body weight).

The weight of each segment was recorded from X4

either of two scales * These weights were usedin adjusting the mass moments of inertia equiv-
alent, to tho.e of a segmental mass with density
equal to e g/cmne (Zook w 1932) and have, there-t

fore, not, been reported, 1100-6l systel of the 3- and

Volule was iIeasure(l ol each segnent by uts- -y.ar-old-liid IiasterlHdy forils.

ing the Watel' dislplacenment techliqlue (Clause. The segment volume and adjusted weight of

the 3- and] 6-year-oht-clihl Ibody forms, along y
*NMt ttlF r ION/7 M ettler h ,ttrul lell t (Corp orati. on woeee

I h t~tstOW ln. New .hersvy. low e Itid hll ' lSloll .e ll. C m l w it- .,

pally Nmel 3:305, Itutlhnd, eriimont. tIat, of the total body, are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2.

Segmental Weights of 3- and 6-Year-Old-Child
Masterbody Forms

3-Year-Old-Child 6-Year-Old-Child

Segment Weight (g) Segment Weight (g)

Segment or SW/BW* (%) or SW/BW* (Z)

Segment Volume (cm
3 ) Segment Volume (cm

3)

4 Head 2,305 15.9 2,765 13.1
Neck 280 1.9 329 1.6
Upper Torso 3,524 24.3 5,342 25.3

Lower Torso 2,816 19.4 4,176 19.8
Upper Arm 304 2.1 524 2.5
Lower Arm 217 1.5 343 1.6
Hand 110 0.8 168 0.8
Upper Leg 1,406 9.7 2,009 9.5
Lower Leg 546 3.8 931 4.4
Foot 208 1.4 273 1.3
Total Body Weight 14,507 100.1 21,088 100.0

*SW/BW is the ratio of segment weight to total body weight.

The center of mass for each body segment N as estimated center of mass of tie combination.
determined by a suspension technique. Seg|||ents The moment of inertia of the specimen holder

were suspended in each of the three axe-, of the wits then measured and subtracted f romt the total

three-dimensional axis system (defined in Figure to provide the moment of inertia for the speci-
10) and then were marked oin opposite segient men in lb/in2. This unit of measurement was
surfaces at points along a vertical line intersect- converted to g/cm"- and adjusted for the differ-
ing tle suspension axis. The locations of the once in density of the actual specimen relative

center of mass marked on the surfaces of each to a density equal to 1 g/cni. The adjustment
model were used in measuring the mass moments divided the measured moment of inertia by the
of inertia about axes passing through these measured density of the segment. The corrected
marks. The locations of these marks on each moments of inertia, relative to an axis system
segment, relative to other landmarks, are shown approximately through the center of mass parallel
in Appendix B. to the axis system shown in Figure 10, are pre-

After location of the center of mass, two trans- sented in Table 3.
verse moments of inertia (three for the head) Tle final set of data was taken by locating the
were measured on each specimen. The moments cut plane tick marks, centers of mass, cut plane
of inertia were measured on a torsional pen- centroids,* and anthropomnetric landmarks in
dulum* This instrument has a maximum test three-dimensional space. The measurement tech-
weight of 113.6 kg (250 lb) with an accuracy nique consisted of transferring each point to a

(which does not include alignment or gravity horizontal plane (recorded as a point on a sheet
errors) of ±0.2) percent of total moment of of paper) and measuring its elevation above the
inertia. The instrument was locally calibrated plane. These data, in combination with the estab-
and found to perform within factory specifica- lished anthropoimetric data base, provide a means
tion. The moment of inertia was measured for of mathematically reassembling the specimen in
the specimen and a specimen holder about an

• These were approximated as thn- ('enter of vitt plane

* Model XR2.50, Spae Electronles, lite., Wahlngford, surface- and should not be construed as centers of Jol~t

Conn. rotation.

',



TABLE 3.
Measured Moments of Inertia About Transverse Axes of 3- rnd

6-Year-Old-Child Body Segments of Masterbody Forms

3-Year-Old-Child 6-Year-Old-Child

Segment* __
I I IZ  IX  

t y IZ

Head 61,607 80,524 76,331 110,073

Neck 2,558 2,190 2,918 2,902

Upper Torso 177,105 150,544 372,238 282,663

Lower Torso 105,196 91,228 232,173 166,455

Upper Arm 5,490 5,806 15,090 16,080

Lower Arm 2,826 2,757 6,403 6,178

Hand 1,118 926 2,837 1,964

Upper Leg 83,677 86,268 128,719 132,621

Lower Leg 22,670 20,613 61,409 62,256

Foot 3,415 3,299 6,073 5,842

*All measurements in g/cm
2 p adjusted to a specimen density equal to 1 g/cm3 .

spatial location and shape. The data are pre- Right Circular Cylinder
sented in Appendix B with a discussion of their Neck: Neck circumference
possible use and interpretation. Anterior neck length*

Posterior neck length*
IV. Mathematical Model Estimates of Weight Lower arm:Forearm-hand length

and Moments of Inertia of the 3- and 6- Hand length

Year-Old-Child Materbody Segments. Forearm circumference

The modeling effort in the present study was Wrist circumference
undertaken to determine how well a simple geo- Upper leg: Buttock-knee length
metric mathematical model could predict mass Trochanterion-to-seat back dis-and masmoments of inertia from niasterbody tance,.
segment data. It was anticipated that the model Thigh circumference, thigh-

would perform satisfactorily because the seg- abdominal junction
ments modeled were homogenous, rigid bodies Thigh circumference, popliteal
and the measured data were adjusted for a mass Lower leg: knee height
with density equal to unity. The models chosen
and the anthropometric variables used to de- Sphyrion height

Lower leg circumference, maxi-
scribe the geometric figure are as follows: mum

Ellipsoid Lower leg circumference, mini-

Head: Maximum menton-occiput distance* mum

Bitragion breadth Right Elliptical Cylinder
Crinion-mastoid distance* Upper torso: Cerricale height

Torso height, 10th rib

* Dimensions taken directly from the body form. All Torso breadth, nipple 5
other dimensions are listed in Table 1. Torso depth, nipple

12
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Lower torso: Torso height, 10th rib pometric lengths were entered directly or sub-
Torso breadth, iliocristale tracted to determine the appropriate segment
Torso depth, iliocristale length.

Upper ari: Shoulder-elbow length A comparison of the nmodel segment weight
Upper arm breadth, mid-ar1m* estimates with the measured segment weight is
Upper arm depth, mnid-arif presented in Table 4. Most of the segments'

Parolleh~piped weights were estimated with a reasonable error,
as shown in the percentage differences between

Iland: Hand length the estimated and measured body segment
Hand breadth weights. The head, neck, upper arm, and foot
Hand deptht are, however, poorly modeled for 1)oth the 3-year-

Foot: Foot length old and 6-year-old masterbody forms.
Foot breadth Table 5 presents the mathematical model esti-
Foot depth mates of the principal moments of inertia as a

The standard mathematical equations for de- percentage deviation from the measured moments

termination of volume and nmass iuomuent of of inertia. The model does not perform as well

inertia of the geometric elements are found in for these data as it does for the mass estimates.

Eshbach (1936). In these computations, volume The poorest model estimates are for the head.

equaled mass in nmgnitude, the anthropoinetric neck, upper ari, and foot, which are also the

circumferences and diameters were averaged when segments having the poorest mass estimates.

necessary and converted to radii, and the anthro- On careful examination of these data and on
the basis of )ast modeling exl)erience with

* Dimensions taken directly froni the body form. All baboons (Reynolds, 1974) and adult male ca-
other dimieions are listed In Table 1. (lavers (Chandler et al., 1975), the following

TABLE 4.
Mathematical Model Estimates of Body Segment Weights for

3- and 6-Year-Old-Child Masterbody Forms

3-Year-Old-Child Masterbody Form
Bray Segment Weight in Grams Percent Total Body Weight
Segment Estimated Measured Estimated Measured %

.Aead 1,624 2,305 -29.5 10.3 15.9 -35.2
Neck 123 280 -56.1 0.8 1.9 -57.9
Upper Torso 3,731 3,524 + 5.9 23.8 24.3 - 2.1
Lower Torso 3,564 2,816 +26.6 22.7 19.4 +17.0
Upper Arm 495 304 +62.8 3.2 2.1 +52.4
Lower Arm 230 217 + 6.0 1.5 1.5 0.0
Hand 115 110 + 4.5 0.7 0.8 -12.5
Upper Leg 1,470 1,406 + 4.6 9.4 9.7 - 3.1
Lower Leg 627 546 +14.8 4.0 3.8 + 5.3
Foot 382 208 +83.7 2.4 1.4 +41.7
TOTAL 15,700 14,507 + 8.2 100.0 100.1 - 0.1

6-Year-Old-Child Masterbody Form
Body Segment Weight in Grams Percent Total Body Weight

Segment Estimated Measured Estimated Measured %
Head 1,919 2,765 -30.6 8.6 13.1 -34.4
Neck 216 329 -34.3 1.0 1.6 -37.5
Upper Torso 5,364 5,342 + 0.4 24.0 25.3 - 5.1
Lower Torso 4,982 4,176 +19.3 22.3 19.8 +12.6
Upper Arm 731 524 +39.5 3.3 2.5 +32.0
Lower Arm 363 343 + 5.8 1.6 1.6 0.0
Hand 155 168 - 7.7 0.7 0.8 -12.5
Upper Leg 2,170 2,009 + 8.0 9.7 9.5 + 2.1
Lower Leg 988 931 + 6.1 4.4 4.4 0.0
Foot 524 273 +91.9 2.3 1.3 +76.9
TOTAL 22,343 21,088 + 6.0 99.9 100.0 - 0.1

13
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TABLE 5.
Comparison of the Mathematical Model Estimates Vs. the Experimentally

Measured Moments of Inertia on the Body Segments of the
3- and 6-Year-Old-Child Masterbodv Forms*

3-Year-Old-Chili 6-Yaar-Old-Child

'x ( ) 1y (X) Iz x) Ix ( ) 'y () 1z (2)

Head 7'3 -7 5 6.9 - 38.5 -34.5

Neck - 69.2 - 63.6 - 27.6 - 27.6

Upper Torso + 17.1 + 17.3 + 6.5 + 21.0

Lower Torso + 42.9 + 58.4 + 19.2 + 44.5

Upper Arm +185.5 +155.2 +139.1 +114.3

Lower Arm + 57,1 +57.1 + 40.6 +45.2

Hand + 36.4 +44.4 + 20.0 +16.7

Upper Leg + 13,5 +10.1 + 28.2 +24.4

Lower Leg + 49.8 + 65.0 + 38.8 + 36.8

Foot +167.6 +175.8 +159.0 +153.4

iCompared as a percentage deviation from the experimentally measured moments of inertia.

i observations are suggested to account for tile poor

estimates derih ed from the model. The model is
deterministic, i quiring it single number to de-
scribe an absc: ,te dimension. Obviously, the

geometric forms -ised in the model do not per-
fectly describe the shape of the segment speci-
tens, but the referenced studies indicate greater

comparability than the present data.
One of the main problems lies in the deter-
inistic nature of the model. For example, the

upper armn is defined in the model as a right

elliptical cylinder described by upper arm length,
upper armi breadth, anl tipper arin deptlh. This
miodel has a finite, absolute length measured be-
tween two parallel surfaces. However, as can
be seen by reference to Figures 11 and 12, the
actual .asegment was cut ill such a manner as to

produce two nonlparallel surfaces, neither
which is perpendicualr to the long axis of the
limi). This shape presents a distinct and easily
identifiable problem for the mathematical mod-
eler. What is the finite leng-th of the segment?
In Ilhe two previously mmentioned studies on ba-

oi s aO n ea md ae s. time length umsmed ill the linm del .' 1t 11 .- Exploded view of 3-ye r-old.chld stone body

was a proximal joint centroid to distal joint cen- spg,,,elts.
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masterbody forms for reproduction in dental
stone. The stone models were segmented into
10 body segments representing the head, neck,
upper torso, lower torso, upper arm, lower arm,
hand, upper leg, lower leg, and foot. Weight,
vohne, center of mass, and mass moments of A
inertia measured oin each body segment have been
presented in preceding sections of this report.

These data were assembhd and measured to

provide a state-of-the-art estimate of the size,
shape, and mass distribution of representative 3-
and 6-year-old U.S. children. The need for these
data has long been recognized, but the lack of

, - - certain types of anthropometrie data presents
several limitations on the use of the data given.

While many of the initial shape dimensions
are based on what is presumed to be representa-
tive U.S. population data or estimates inter-
polated from such data, these were necessarily
supplemented by a large number of dimensional '

values based on the collective judgment of the
team or measurements from personal data. The
data available in the literature often provided
sound guidelines but, in numerous instances, these

FtotTaE 12.-Exploded view of 6.year-old-child stone body forms represent a judgment of the authors rather
segments, than empirically derived U.S. population data.

troid, which provided an averaged segnent length These manikins and their associated anthro-
corresponding to its approximate link length. ponietric data base do not contain any informa-
This approach reduces the error as a function of tion on the bioldnematie properties of the two

ages relpresente'.. The planes of em taonthe square of the difference in distance between a e rp esne . T e l n e m, o senentation,

the surface lengh (shoulder-elbow length) and and thus the mass distribution data on dental
the internal link length (centroid-centroid stone casts, have been measured by making several

length). Since there are no bony landmarks on assumptions regarding a body linkage system

or in a stone model, centroid distance was not and the hoinogenoils nature of the human body.

used. It is assumed that this approach has pro- The planes of segmentation that produced the
duced most of the errors in the models reported 10 segments were theoretically designed to pass

in Table 4. through estimated link endpoints or joint centers
of rotation. As has been pointed out previously.

To reduce these errors, future models should of ro ation s s ointad ot eious
consider an anthropometric description 'f the sub- little information exifts oai adult joint centers

ject that accurately reflects the linkage system of rotation and no information exists on linkage

of the human body. system of children. Thus, the required data base
on linkage systems relies solely on estimates rather

V. Discussion. than measured data from the living. The planes
of segmentation 1)rovide segments that approxi-

This study was undertaken to define, construct, 'nate the linkage defined in adults (Dempster.
measure, and evaluate the size, shape, and mass 1.955). Qualitatively, the authors have the most,
distribution of masterbody forms representative confidence in the limb segments and the least
of 3- and 6-year-old U.S. children. confidence in the torso segments.

Based on the authors' collective judgment of The torso 1)resen.if unique l)rollems. The best
available data, a list of 98 anthropometric dimein- current data available on the adult itmale torso
sions was selected and used to develop full-scale linkage system are found in Snyder et al. (1972).
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TABLE 6.

COMPARISON OF BODY SEGMENT WEIGHTS OF MASTERBODY FORMS,
ADULT tIALE CADAVERS, AND ADULT FEMALE BABOONS

Present Study
3-yr-old-child 6-yr-old-child Six Adult

3-yr-old- Density 6-yr-old- Density Adult Male Female
Child Adjusted child Adjusted Cadavers Baboons

Head* 15.9% 16,0% 13.1% 13,2% 6.1% 8,3%

Torso 45.6 45.2 46.7 46.2 52.2 53.2

Upper Arm 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.5 2.9 3.1

Lower Arm 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 2.5

Hand 0.8 0,8 0,8 0.8 0.6 0.7

Upper Leg 9.7 9.8 9.5 9.6 10.2 8.4

Lower Leg 3.8 3,8 4.4 4.4 4.1 2.8

Foot 1.4 1,4 1,3 1.3 1.3 1.1

Tall 1.1

Sum of Parts 100,1% 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 99,9% 99.8%

*Segment weight as a ratio of total body weight.

Their data suggest a multilinkage model of the among the groups are particularly observable in
torso that would not have been practical for the the head and torso weights. One should consider
present study segmentation plan. Therefore, it ditferences when examining data based on ba-
was decided that the torso and neck would be boons ias child or adult surrogates, particularly
segmented accord:ng to a rationale based on because mathematical models of vehicle crash
anatomy and anthropometry. Tie segmentation dynamics indicate that the mass of a rigid body
planes must be anthropometrically identifiable in more significantly affects the results than does
the living and they must reflect anatomical dif- moment of inertia (3owman and Robbins, 1972).
ferences that indicate different mass properties. The inertia data given for the dental stone
The torso was segmented into neck, thorax, and segments ire not the principal moments of inertia.
abdominal-pelvic regions whose segmentation These data report two transverse moments of
planes were described previously. Any attempt inertia (three for the head) measured about de-
at this time to infer a torso linkage system from fined axes that pass through the measured center

this plan of segmentation is unfounded and pos- of mass of the segment. The principal moments
sibly misleading. were not measured because, after a comparison

Table 6 gives the weight distributions for the of the inertial data in the two previously noted
3- and 6-year-old-child stone casts of this study reports (Reynolds, 1974; Chandler et al., 1975)
and for the data of this study adjusted to was made, it was found thut the principal axis
empirically selected densities of 0.9 in the upper is approximately equal to an observed anatomical
and lower tor-so segments and 1.1 in all other axis. The only exception is the head segment;
segments, six adult male cadavers (Chandler et the principal moments of inertia for the adult
al., 1975), awd adult female baboons (Reynolds, male head indicate that the mass is distributed
1974). No data for torso weights correspond- approximately in the shape of a sphere. As a
ing to tie segmentation plan are used in the pre- result, minor variations in shape and tissue dis-
sent study; therefore, the torso weight as a per- tribution cause great variations in the location
centage of total body weight is given for the of the pr'incil)al axis. Therefore, the head
whole torso including the neck. Differences moments of inertia were measured about three
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axes that are appropriate to the observed geo- data in Appendix B provide the user with several
metrical shape of the head. The same approach alternatives for describing the location of the
was used on each of the other body segments, center of mass relative to body landmarks or link
Two transverse axes were located through the lengths. These data are expressed as three-dinien-
center of mass of the segment and oriented in a sional points in the axis reference system for
functionally useful direction. The data given each segment, relative to an indicated center of
in this report, therefore, represent appropriate mass with coordinate values of 0, 0, and 0. In
values for calculating body kinetics but are not any event, the user must keep in mind that these
principal moments of inertia. These data should data are from dental stone casts and have no
be interpreted not as biological population demonstrated relationship to living subjects at
parameters, but as approximations that can be this time.
used to design and construct anthorpomorphic C. For future research, data on segmental
test devices or be uselul in mathematical calcu- volume, link lengths and locations, and anthro-
lations. pometrie shape dimensions (height, breadth,

width, and circumference) should be collected onVI Conclusions. living subjects.

On the basis of this research, the following D. For future research, data on segment mass,
conclusions are drawn: segmental volume, segmental center of mass, link

A. The proportional segmental volumees and/ lengths and locations$ and segmental mass
or weights adequately reflect the mass distribution moments of inertia should be collected on fresh
of the two age groups. As more segmental in- cadaver specimens.
formation on biological specimens, particularly E. As an immediate problem, more informa-
relating to segment densities, becomes available, tion is urgently needed on the anthropometric
the estimates of segment weight should be re- descriptions of link lengths and the torso/neck
examined. linkage system with its associated mass distribu-

B. Use of the data on segmental center of tion.
mass should consider the manner in which the
data are reported in the present study. There F. The available anthroometric data base
are several possibilities for arriving at dimen- (size, shape, linkage, and mass distribution) was
sional location of the center of mass. The data found to be deficient for the purpose of develop-
can be used as they are in Table 3, but the user ing anthropomorphic test devices. Although
is reminded that the total segment length in- available resources prohibited significant data
eludes part of the segmentation plane flap in its collection efforts in this study, this research should
dimension. Alternately, the three-dimensional be encouraged.
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APPENDIX A
Anthropometry

I. Anthorpometric Definitions. 14. Torso Height, Nipple: Subject sits erect, upper
arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward

1. Weight: Measure nude body weight on a scale. horizontally. Measure with an anthroponeter the per-

2. Stature: Subject stands erect In bare feet with head pendicular distance from the seat pan to tie nipple.
In Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthropoineter 15. Torso Breadth, Nipple: Subject sits erect, ipper
the perpendicular distance from floor to vertex. arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward

3. Sitting Height: Subject sits erect with head In the horizontally. Measure with an aithroponeter the horl-
Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthropoineter the zontal breadth of the chest at the nipple level.
perpendicular distance from the seat pan to vertex. 16. Toro Depth, Nipple Suhject sits erect, upper

4. Eye Height, Subject sits erect with head in the arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward
Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthropolneter the horizontally. Measure with an aithroponieter the horl-
perpendicular distance fron the seat pan to the zontal (antero-posterlor) depth of the chest at the nipple
ectocanthus. level.
5. Traglon Height: Subject sits erect with head In the 17. Torso Circumference, Nipple: Subject sits erect,

Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthropometer the upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended for-
perpendicular distance from the seat pan to tragion. ward horizontally. Measure with a flexible steel tape

0. Cervicale hleight: Subject sits erect with head in during normal breathing the horizontal circumference

the Frankfort Plane. Measure with alt anthropometer of the chest at the nipple level.

the perpendicular distance from the seat pan to cervicale. 18. Internipple Distance: Subject sits erect, tipper
7. Acromlon Height: Subject sits erect, tipper arms arms relaxed, forearms aid hands extended forward

relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward hort- horizontally. Measure with al aithroltoineter the dis-
zontally. Measure with ali anthroponirter the perpen- tance between the nipples.
dicular distance from the seat pan to aeromion. 19. Torso Depth, Substernale,: Subject sits rect, upper

8. Blacromial Breadth: Subject sits erect, tipper arms arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward
relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward lor- horizontally. Measure with an anthropometer the horl
zontally. Measure with aii anthropometer the horizontal zontal depth (antero.posteror) of the torso tit tle level
breadth between the right and left acromlon landmarks. of substernale during normal breathing.

9. Suprasternale Height: Subject sits erect, tipper arms 20. Torso Height, 10th Ri): Subject sits erect, tipper
relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward horl- arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward
zontally. Measure with an anthropometer the perpen- horizontally. Measure with all alithropomieter the per-
dicular distance from the seat pan to suprasternale pendicular distance front the seat pan to the iInferior

10. Substernale Height: Suhject sits erect, tipper arms margin of the 10th Rib.

relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward horl- 21. Torso Breadth, 10th Rib: Subject sits erect, tipper
zontally. Measure with an anthropoineter tie perpen- arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward

dicular distance from the seat pan to suhsternale. horizontally. Measure with an anthroponi-ter the hot i-

11. Torso Height, Axilla: Subject sits erect, tipper zontal breadth of the chest at the lowest level of the

arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward Inferior margin of the 10th Rib.

horizontally. From the subject's back, measure with an 22. Torso Height, Waist :S ,'ubject sits erect, upper
anthropometer the perpendicular distance froni the seat armns relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward

pan to the most superior point In the axilla. horizontally. Measure with an anthroponieter the ien. rr

12. Torso Breadth, Axilla: Subject sits erect, upper pendieular distance front the(, seat pan to the waist.

arms relaxed, forearmis and hands extended forward 23. Torso Breadth, Waist: Subject sits erect, upper J

horizontally. Measure with an anth opometer the hor- arins relaxed, forearms aind hands extended forward
zontal I)readth of the torso at the level of tit(, axilla. horizontally. Measire with nin anthroponieter the horl-

18. Torso Depth, Axilla: Subject sits erect, tipper zontal breadlth of the waist.

arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward 24. Torso Depth, Waist. Subject sits erect, upper
horizontally. Measure with an anthropomneter time horl- arms relaxed, forearms and hiainds extended forward
zontal depth (antero-plosterior) of the torso at the level horizontally. Measure with an antlhropoiiler the hori-
of tie axihla. zontal (antero-pii~terior) depth of tie waist.

[ . : : 
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425. Torso Circumfer'ence, Waist Subject sits ('reet, pietely onl the seat 1)11. 'Measure with til antthropomleter
tipper armns relaxed, forearmns and ha nds extendetd for- the t' rp~endiclatr distanice front thet seat piln to the thigh-
wardi horizontally. Measure with a flexible steel tape the abdominal Jniction.
horizontal circumference of thle waist. 38. Thighi-Ahdominal .Iunction-to-Scat Back Distance:

20. Torso Height, hliocristale : Subject sits erect, upper Subject sits erect, uipper aliis relaxed, forearms and
armis relaxed, forearmns and hands extend~ed forward hands extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel aild
iorizonitally. Measure with anl anthropometer the per. resting Comipletely Oil the( seat ipai. Measure with anl
pendicular distance fronm tile seat pan to iiiocristah'. anthropomneter the ihoihzonital distance front the seat back

27. Torso Br. tdth, Tiocristale : Subject sits erect, upper to thle thlighi-aininailil Junmctioni.
arms relaxed, forearms and htands extendled forward 39. Thigh Circumference, TIgh-Abdoininal Jutnction
horizontally. Measure with anl anithropoineter the hioii Subtject sits erect, uipper arms relaxed, forearmls and
?.oitlal breadth of the( torso ait Iliocristale level. hnids extctuded forward horizontally, thighs piarallel and

28. Troros Depth, Ilioeristale: Subject sits erect, upper resting completely onl the seat pan. Measure with a
arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward fliexibile steel taple the cir'cumiference perpendicular to thle
horizontally. 'Measure wvith n antlirolotieter the horl- long axis of tli 1gb ait the( level of tite thigh-abdonihial
zonta I (anltero-postorior) (lepthk of thle torso lit iliocristale Jumnction.
level. 40. Thight Circumference, Popliteal : Stibject sits erect,

29. Torso Circumference, Ilhocristale : Subject sits tipper arm relaxed, forearmis aiid htands extended for-
erect, tipper arms re'laxed, forearms and (1 hads extendled m ird horizontally, thighs parallel and resting completely
forward horizontally. Measure withi a flexible steel tape onl tile seat panii, lowepr leg lperlpendictiltir to floor, feet
tite horizointal circumference of tile torso lit Iliocristale resting oni at horizontal platformi. 'Measure- with a flexible
level, steel tape thme eircimferemice perpenidicuilar to the long

80. Anterior Suplerior Iliac Spine Height: Subject sits atxis of tile thigh at tihe politeal level.
erect, upper arnis relaxed, forearms and hands extended 11. Thigh Depth, l'opliteal : Subject sits erect, tippler
forward hiorizontally. Meastire with itan (ltiroipoiliter anus relaxed, forearnis (3( )lianid., extended forward

anterior projection of thle anterior stiperior Iliac spinie. the seat pan, lower leg perpendicuilar to the floor, feetI

31. Bispitis Breadth:. Stibject sits erect, tipper arms restiiig onl a horizontal platforni. 'Measture with aii
reiaxetl, forearms and hands extemided forward horl- iuitiiropoieter the( t erpendicular depth (stiperoliferior)
zontally. Meastire with anl anthiroponieter the hiorizoiital of thel hilgh lit the( popliteal level.
breadth between tile right aiid left aiiterior suiperior iliac 42. Btittock-Knee Leiigth:, Stibjet sits erect, tipper
Spines,. armis relaxed, forearms aid( ]land., extended forward

32. Troelianterlon Hleight : Subiject sits erect, tipper horizontally, thighs panrallel and r'estinig coimpletely 0(1

armis relaxed, forearms and1( hands extenided( forward the seat paii, lower leg perpemndictular to the( floor, feet
hiorizo~ntally. Meastire withni an thlropoileter the pert- restinig onl at horizonltal p~latformi. Mfeasure with a111
penictlar distanice front tile s;eat pam to troclilnterioil. amthroipolieter the horizontatl distanlce froiii the most

.3.3. Torso fBreadth, Trocliaiteiomi :, Stibject sits ('ret, Posterior planie of the bluttock to the miost anterior point
tipper armns relaxed, forearms aiud hands exteiided for- oil tile kniee.
ward1 liorl-n)itaily. Mieasure with tilt ntiropoineter thme .13. Buttock-l'opliteal Lenigthl Stiljet sits erect, tipper

Iloizilal writth of the torso at trochkaitenioli. -ri reh( d foeam aiid hands extendeld forward
'A

34. Tri-ocauterioii-to-Seat Back listance: Stibject sits horizomntally, thighis piarallel aiid resting coimipletely onl

t''ect, tipper armis relaxed, forem s iu d h11lanids exteiided the set'( t pa m, lowevr leg perpendictilar to the( floor, feet
forward hiorizontalIly. Mt'itstlnt with i an uitlrop1m11(teri restinig oii a iiorizonitail platform. Measure wvithi ami
tile horizontal distance front the seat back to trocliall- it iiroltoiiet(.r the lihorizonital distanice froiit the mostI35. 'Maxinmuln 11ip Ilreadth:' Subject sits eret, tipper~ lit tin'. back of tile calf.

anus relaxed, forearms ali( iia(N extend~ed forwvard 44. Kniee Hleighlt Subject sits erect, uperr arias re-
hiorizoiitally, thighs iparallel 11(1( rust Iiig completely onl lmtxed, forea niis anid hinids extended forward horizonitally,
the seat pail. 'Measure ith anl alithropolieter, tilt 1311 'x- t highs parallel anld restiiig comliplet('ly Oil tile Seat Pati,
(nilil breadth (If thle liii. lowe'r leg perpelidicila r to the floor, feet resting oil a

36,1 S9itt Iiig 1f11) Circumiferenve : Subject sits eruct, tippei ht' o iti zontal Ia Iormn. Measuirne withi anl alit irtponcter the(

a1rmis relaxepl, foream s iisi(l ha nds extended fo rwar nl pe'rpendi~licuilar (listanceIW froni tile foot rest pla11tformi to tile

horzon aly, hlus pralel ndrestinig completely tlt to fi t( nv

ti( etpn esr it i leile 111( tl fil)(g i(- tl15tft1iil itt Heigtta : eitii~c siit' hrk uppe I hit'kie
dim~lul (.1rel In vreve aoun thehip ]ayng ilt-tap
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46. Knee Circunference-: Subject sits erect, upper feet resting on a horizontal platform. Measure with a
arms relaxed, forearms and hands extelded forward flexible steel tape the ilnhilnum horizontal circumference
horizontally, thighs parallel and resting completely on of the ankle above thile nalleoll.
the seat pan, lower lg perpendicular to the floor, feet 55. lower Leg Height, Minimum Circunference:
resting on a horizontal phitform. Measture with a flexi Subjct sits erect, upier aris relaxed, forearms and
steel tape tit, diagonal circuinference around the flexed tands extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel and
knee. resting comletely on seat pan, lower legs )erpendicular

47. Knee Breadth : Subject sits erect, upper arias to the floor, feet restig on a horizontal platform.
relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward hori- Measure with an anthropomter thile pendlettlar dis-

zontally, thighs parallel and resting completely on the tance from the footrest platform to the level of the

seat lan, feet resting on a horizontal platform. Melasure mininin circmnference of thie ankle.
with sliding calipers the horizontal hreadth between the -6. 1,ower Leg Depth, Minlnun Circumference:
fonmoral conldyles of thet, knee. Subject sits erect, upper arias relaxed, forearms and

48. Lower Leg Circumference, l'opllteal : Subject sits hands extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel and
erect, upper arins relaxed, forearms and hands extended resting completely on seat pan, lower legs perpendicular
forward horizontally, thighs parallel and resting com- to the floor, feet resting on a horizontal llatforl.

pletely on tin' seat pan, lower leg pierpendleular to floor, Measure with sliding calipers the horizontal breadth at
feet resting on a horizontal platform. Measure with a tile level of the minilnum circumference of the ankle.
tlexihle steel tape the horizontal circumference of the 57. Lower Leg Breadth, Minimnum Circumference:
lower leg at the popliteal level. Subject sits erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and

49. Lower Leg Depth, llopllteal: Subject sits erect, hands extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel and A
upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended for- resting completely on seat lan, lower legs perpendicular

ward horizontally, thighs parallel and resting completely to the floor, feet resting on a horizontal platform.
on the seat pan, lower leg perpendicular to the floor, Measure with sliding calipers the horizontal breadth at

feet resting on a horizontal platform. Measure with tite level of the minimnumn circumference of the ankle.
sliding calipers time horizontal depth of the lower leg 58. Binalleolar Breadth: Subject sits erect, upper
at the popliteal level. arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward

50. Lower Leg Circunference, Maximum: Subject sits horizontally, thighs parallel and resting completely on
erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended seat pan, lower legs perpendicular to the floor, feet rest-
forward horizontally, thighs parallel and resting coin- Ing on a horizontal platform. Measure with sliding

pletely on the seat pain, lower leg perpendicular to tit, calipers the breadth between the lateral and medial
floor, feet resting on a horizontal platforl. Measure, tnalleoll of tit' ankle.
with a flexible steel tape the maxiunlm horizontal cir- 59. Sphyrion Height: Subject sits erect, upper

cumference of the calf. arms relaxed, forearms and hands ext.nded forward -
451. L~ower ILeg Heilght, 'Maximum Ciqrcumference-, Sub- horizontally, thighs parallel and resting completely on .

jet nits erct, u'pper nrins relaxed, forearnms and hands seat pan, lower legs pprpendiclnr to the floor, feet rest-

extendedl forward horizontallyv, thighs parallel and rest- Ing on a horizontal platforn. Measure with an anthro-

Ing completelyv oi the spat pan, lower leg perpendicular poniter thie perpendicllar distance from the footrest

to the floor, feet resting on a horizontal platform. platform to sphyrion.
Measure with an anthropometer the perpelldicular dis- 60. Foot Longth : Subjects sits rect, upper arnls re-
tance from the footrest platform to the level of til' laxed, forearms and hands extended forward horizolltally,
imaximluma circumference of tilt calf. thighs parallel and resting completely oil seat pan, lower

52. Lower Leg Depth, Maxmumn Circutlfe-ence: Sub- legs perpendicular to tile floor, feet resting nu n horl-

ject sits ereet, upper arni relnxed, forearms and hands zontal plntform. easure with sliding calipers the maxi-
extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel and rest- nmnm horlizontal length parallel to the long axis of the
ing conipletely on the seat pan, lower leg perpemndicular foot fronl heel to toe. 4
to tile floor, feet resting on a horizontal platform. 61. Foot Breadth: Subject sits erect, upper arnls re-
Menure with sliding calipers thl horinontal dthti t the laxed, forearms and hands extended forward horizontally,
level of the nlaxilumn circmlference of thie calf. thighs parallel ald resting completely on thle seat pan,

53. Lower Lcg Breadth, Maxxllmm Circunferenee: lower legs pI'rpenditular to the floor, feet resting on a 4

Subject sits e'rect, tipper arms relaxed, forearns and horizontal piatforin. 'Mensure with sliding callpers the
intilds extended forward horizontally, thighs parallel amId mlaxinlum breadth across the distal ends of the aleta-
resting complely oni seat pan, lower logs isrpendlicular tarsals.
to the floor, feet resting on a horizontal platform. 62. Heel Rrendtl: Sgulbject sits erect, upper arms re-
Mensure with sliding calipers tile horizontal breadth at laxed, forearms and hiands extemlhd for" ard hor7ontally,
the level of th, maxinn ln circunference of tilh' calf. thigh,; parnlil aind resting completely on tin' seat pan,

54. Lower Leg (ireunferne, .Minllnn: SuJeet sits lower lg-4 perpendicular to tile hor, feet resting on a
erect, upper arms relaxed, forearmis and hands extended horizontal phitform. Mensure with sliding calipers tile
forward horizontally, thilhs ptrl h anlId rvetq col. breadth of the hileel across tile tsuperior portion of the

pletely on seat pail, lower legs perpeldiclla r to tIlhe floor, 'ah('a1 ll',s.
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63. Shoulder-Elbow Length: Subject sits erect, upper calipers the vertical (superoinferior) depth of the fore-
arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward armt at the level of the nmaximumn circumference.
horizontally. Measure with an anthropiometer the dis- 75. Wrist Circnference, inilnnn :, Subject sits erect,
tance parallel to the long axis of the upper arm from tipper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended for-
acronilon to the inferior tip of the olecranon process. ward horizontally. Measure with a flexible steel tape,

64. Upper Arm Circumference, Axilla: Subject sits perpendicular to the long axis of the forearn, the mini-
erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended mi circumference of the wrist.

forward horizontally. Measure with a flexible steel tape, 76. Wrist Breadth, Minimun Circumuference:, Subject
perpendicular to the long axis of the arm, the circuifer- sits erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands ex-
ence of the arm at the axilla. tended forward horizontally. Measure with sliding call-

65. Upper Arm Depth, Axilla : Subject sits erect, upper pers the horizontal (inediolateral) breadth of the fore-
arms relaxed, forearms and hand extended forward armi at the level of the minimum circumference of the
horizontally. Measure with sliding calipers the hori- wrist.
zontal (anteroposterlor) depth of the upper arm in the 77. Wrist Depth, Mininumn Circumference: Subject
axilla. erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended

06. Upper Arm Circumference, MId-Arn: Subject sits forward horizontally. Measure with sliding calipers the

erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended vertical (superoinferlor) depth of the forearm at tile

forward horizontally. Measured with a flexible steel level of the minimum circumference of the wrist.

tape, perpendicular to the long axis of the upper arm, 78. Hand Length: Subject sits erect, upper arms re-
tile circumference of tile arm midway between acronlon laxed, forearms and hands extended forward horizontally.
and the olecranon process. Measure with sliding calipers the distance parallel to

the long axis of the ]land fronm the distal wrist creatse
67. Upper Arm Depth, Mid-Ari: Subject sits erect,

upper arms relaxed, forearms and hand extended for- to dactylon.
ward horizontally. Measure with sliding calipers the 70. Hand Breadth, Metacarpale III: Subject sits erect,

horizontal (anteroposterior) depth of the upper arm upper arms relaxed, forearms ianid hands extended for-

midway between acromion and the olecranon process, ward horizontally. Measure with sliding calipers the
breadth at the level of Metacarpale III.

68. Upper Arm Circumference, Antecubital: Subject
sits erect, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hatds ex- 80. Hand Depth, Metacarpale III: Subject sits erect,

A tended forward horizontally. Measure with a flexible upper arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended for-
steel tape, perpendicular to the long axis of the upper ward horizontally. Measure with spreading calipers the
arm, the circumference of the arm at tile altecublital depth of the hand at Metacarpale 111.
level. 81. Palm Length: Subject sits erect, upper arms re-

69. Upper Arm Depth, Antecubital : Subject sits erect, laxed, forearms and hands extended forward horizontally.

upper arms relaxtd, forearms and hands extended for- ,Measure with sliding calipers the length parallel to the
ward horizontally. Measure with sliding calipers the long axis of the hand from the distal wrist crease to the
horizontal (anteroposterior) depth of the tipper arm at crease at the base of the third digit.
the antecubital level, 82. Head Length: Subject sits erect with lead in the

70. Elbow Breadth: Subject sits erect, upper arms Frankfort Plane. Measure with sliding calipers the 4
relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward horl- maximun length iln the mildsagittal plane from glabella

zontally. Measure with sliding calipers the breadth to the back of time head on tile occiput.
between the medial and lateral humeral condyles. 83. Ilead Breadth: Subject sits erect with head in the

71. Elbow Clreumftrnce: Subject sits erect, upper Frankfort Plane. 'Measuring with spreading calipers the(

arms relaxed, forearms and hands extended forward maximum breadth of the head parallel to the nildcoronal
horizontally. Measure with a flexible steel tape the dia- plflle.
gonal circumiference around tihe elbow. 84. Ihead Circuniference, Subject sits erect with head

72. Forearin-Hand L~ength: Subject sits erect, upper in tile Frankfort Plane. Measure with a flexible steel
armls relaxed, forearm,; and hands extended forward tape, tie,- maxinmm circumference of tihe head just above .
horizontally. 'Measure with all anthropoineter the dis- glahella1.

talice parallel to the long axis of the Ilimb from the( 85). Tragion-to-Verlex-Dista nce:, Subject sits erect with
posterior til) of the ohleranon proce~ss to dactylhm, hiead lIn the( F.ranlkfort P*lane. 'Measure wvith all an1thro-

73. Forearm Circumference, Subaxltula: Subject sits FOnter tit( vertical distance from tragion to vertex.

feret, upper arms relaxed, forearms and hantds extended 86. Tragion-to-Wall Distance: Subject sits erect with
forward horizontally. MeIasure with it flexible steel tape, head lit tit( Franlkfort Plane. 'Measure with all antlhro- "
perp~endicular to tihe long axis of tit( forearm, tit(- inaxi- vonueter the hlorizontal distance- frontl tragion to tit(, mostif
nlUini circumference of tihe forearmn just lie-low the( ante- posterior projection of tihe head that would contact tite ,
eubltal level. wall.",

74R Forearm Deplth , 'Maxtnm Circumference: SublJeet 87. 'Mentonl-to.Verhex Dilstance: Subject ,4its erec~t wltlh
sit% eret, ulpper armns extended, forearmns tind hands head lit the( Frlankl¢fort llhn

,. 
Niv[el| \vith an anlthro-

exten~ded forward horizontally. 'Me'asure with siling Ionw~tcr tht( vertical dlstalnce front linlnton to vertex.
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88. Menton-to-Wall Distance: Subject sits erect witil 5. Calcaneous: The posterior bone ll the heel of tile
head it the Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthro- foot.
poineter the horizontal distance trout inenton to the nciCt 6. Cervicale:, The most posterior projection of tie 5
posterior projection of the head that would contact the dorsal spine of the seventh cervical vertebra.
wall. 7. Dactylion: The distal tip of the third digit.

89. Glabella-to-Vertex Distance: Subject sits erect with 8 Ectocanthus The point at the lateral mrgin of the
head in the Frankfort Plane. Measure with an ntlhro- e. wethe 'lis et

-tane frm gabela t verex. eye where tie ,Pyelids ineet.
poneter the vertical distance from giabella to vertex. 9. Femloral Condyles: Tie most lateral and inedial

90. Bitragon Breadth: Subject sits erect with head bony projections on the distal end of the feaur.
lit the Frankfort Plane. Measure with spreading calipers 10. Frankfort Plane: A plane forned by aligning the
the breadthl between right and left traglons.

ghead along an axis through tragion and infraorbitale
91. Bitragion-Coronal Arc: Subject sits erect with head (lowest point on ti Inferior margin of the bony eye

in the Frankfort i'lane. Measure with a flexible steel orbit) perpendicular to the gravity vector.
tape the length of ti arc formed by passing the tape 11 Glabella: The most anterior point on the forehead
from right to left tragion over the top of the head in the that les between the brow ridges in the midsagittal
coronal )lane. ilane.

92. Bltragion-Glabella Arc: Subject sits erect with head 12. umeral Condyles: The mos lateral and medial
in the Frankfort 'latin. Measure with a flexible steel bony projections on the distal end of the humerus.
tape the length of the arc forned by passing the tape
from right to left tragion over glabella. crs o tim e eloin.

crest of tilt pelvis.
93. Bitraglon-Menton Arc : Subject sits erect with head 14. Malhvoli:, Tit(- mst nmedia] and lateral projections

in the Irankfort Plane. Measure with a flexible steel 14 t aled f the tidia and la roectionyon the dital ends of the tibia and fibula respectively.tape( the length of tihe are formed by passing tile tape 15. Menton : The most anteroinferior point on the chin
from right to left tragion over menton. lin the nidsagittal plane.

94. Bigonial Breadth: Subject sits erect with head ine 16. Metacarpale III:, The knuckle of tile third meta-
tihe Frankfort Plane. 'Measure with spreading calipers carpal hone in the hand (often the largest knuckle on
the breadth between the right and left gonial angles of the handthe inaudile. tie hand),

17. Occiput: The hone at the posterior and inferior

95. Neck Circumference: Subject sits erect with head surfaccs of the skull.
in the Frankfort Plane. Measure with a flexible steel sk

tape the horizontal circumference of the middle of the 18. Olecranon Process: The proxinal portion of tie
neck, ue that forms the bony projection in the posterior

projection of tile elbow.
90. Neck Breadth Subject sits erect with head lit the 19. Popliteal Region: The region at tile back of the

Frankfr PlAane. easur'e w 't i an antropoineter the knee formed by the junction of the thigh and lower leg.
horizontal breadth of the middle of the neck.

20. Sphyrlon: The distal tip of the tibia below the
97. Neck Depth : Subject sits erect with head in the medial nalleolus.

Frankfort Plane. Measure with an anthropometer the
horizontal (anteroposterlor) depth of the middle of tim 0 Substernale: The lowest bony projection of the

neck. sternum at the tip of the xiphoid process.
22. Suprasternale: A point on the most Inferior margin

98. Sprasternale-Cervicale Distane : Subject sits erect of the sternal notch at the top of the manubrium.
with hend iln the Frankfort Plane. Measure with spre ad.
Ing calipers the distance from suprasternale to cervicale. 23. Tenth Rib: The lowest point on the infrior mrgin

of the lowest ri)l on the lateral surface of the rib cage
to fully articulate with the sternum.

24. Thigh-Abdominal Junction: The junction of the
1. Acromion: The most lateral point on the lateral upper leg with the torso.

edge of the acromial process of tint' scapula. 25. Traglon: The notch in the cartilage of the ear at

2. Antecubital Region , A region forned at the junt- the superior margin of the tragus.
tion of the forearm and upper arm on the anterior sur- 26. Trochanterion,: Thie' most lateral projection of the
face when the arm is in the anatomical position, greater trochanter of time femur.

3. Anterior Superior lilac Spine:, A spinous process 27. Vertex: The most superior point iln the imidagittal
on the pelvis located at thie most interior projection of plane on the head.
the superior spine on the Iliac portion of the pelvis. 28. Waist: Ievel on the torso located midway between

4. Axilila: The armpit, the 10th rib and illocristale heights.
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APPENDIX B
Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of Anthropometrical Landmarks

and Segment Center of Mass

The collection of three-dimensional-point, an- that do not have an associated internal skeleton
thropoznetric data presents interesting problems on which they could have been based. The sur-
for both the measurer and the user of such data. face locations of these ponts are based on the
First, they must be measured within a defined anthropoinetric data, and team estimates have
orthogonal axis system. Second. the measure- been previously discussed. Furthermore, the lo-
ment technique must be precise both in the iden- cation of a cut surface centroid reflects only the
tification of the point and in the coordinate center of a dental stone model cut surface and
location of the point. Third, these data nmst be may not have any meaning relative to a human
presented in a format that allows the user free- linkage system. There are no data available in
don to interpret the data according to his needs. the literature that define the linkage system for
These problems were resolved in the following children, yet these three-dimensional-point data
manner in the present study. appear to reflect such a linkage system. Similar

First, a three-dimensional, inertial-axis system caution must be exercised in using the location
was defined external of the specimen. All points of the center of mass data. Because there are no
were located relative to a plane parallel to the standard definitions to determine the proximal

floor that establishes the "i" and "j" axes. Eleva- and distal relationships of a composite or seg-
tion from tile plane provide,-, coordinate data for inentd torso, tile author:, have assumed that ab-

the "k" axis. Thus, the paper on which the solute proximal is coincident with the cut plane
points were reproduced served as the reference separating the upper and lower torso segmnents.
plane and the elevation from that plane was These data are provided to aid the users in
given for each point. All segments were reconstructing the shape, size, and location of the
measured in positions and orientations selected segients. They present a geometric description
for convenience and accessibility of points in the of tile cut plane relative to each segment andmeasurement device described in two previous define the locations of tile anthroI)ometric and

studies (Reynolds, 1974; Chandler et a., 1975). anatomical landmarks in three dimensions. The
These meastured values were then converted into user should not be misled into utilizing these data
correct coordinate values to reorient and reposi- 'is if they were collected oin living 3- and 6-year-

tion each segnncnt relative to tile original un- ol children. These data remain to be collected.
segmented 1body form, the external axis sse
(Figure 12). and the indicated center of mass. Number Code of Surface Landmarks for o

Trhe three-diniensional-point data can be used T eDmninlPitLctos

directly, andl coordinates, for eachl poimnt cl e 1. Sagittal Proximal Tick Mark: A point that lies in
determineld for an external axis system. all the inidsagittal or parasagittal plin( at the proximal
detaxis system. cut plato, Intersect with the anterior skin surface.

xis e n4e constrcted by using four of 2. Medial Proximal Tick Mark: A point at the proximalthese point- and the data translated into the new cut plin. intersect with the medial skin surfnce.
axis svstem. rhe data were intentiomally left 3. Lateral Proximal Tick Mark:. A point at the proxi-

in their present format so that the ser Wollid real cut plane Intersect with the lateral skin surface.
have7 the freedom to use and interpret. the data 4. Sagittal Distal Tick Mark :, A loint that lIes in the
as his need-, arise. The reader mid(/orl user is mid.saottal or pnrasgttal lplnej( at thp distal cut plato,interserct with the anterior skin surface.
urged to interlret thuese dlat'a ('arefuy. T~ese n. Medial Distal Tick Mark: A point at the distal cut
points are located on dental stone model surfaces planel Intersect with the mnedial skin surfac(.
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6. Lateral Distal Tick Mark: A point at the distal 31. Right Shoulder Sagittal Tick Mark: A point on
cut plane Intersect with the lateral skin surface, the right shoulder separation plane corresponding to the

7. Anterior Center of Mass: Considering the lody In sagittal proximal tick mark on the upper arm.

a standing position, a point that defines the location of 32. Right Axilla Anterior: See Landmark I)eflnitions,
the center of mass oi the anterior surfa~ce of the skin, Appendix A.
in the sagIttal or parasagittal plane, of each segnent. 33. ;ft Axilla Anterior: See Landmark Definitions,
This point Is located on tile dorsal surface of the foot Appendix A.
and in tihe frontal area of the head. 34. Right txllla Posterior: See Landmark Definitions,

8. Posterior Center of Mass: Considering the body in Appendix A.
a standing position, a point that defines tit, center of 35. Left Axilla Posterior:, See Landmark Definitions,
mass location on the posterior surface of the skin, tit Appendix A.
the sagittal or parasagittal plane, of each segment. This
point is located on tihe plantar sutrface of the foot ai 36. Right Shoulder Centrold: A point that defines the
in the inferior occipital area of the hoeadi. appropriate center of the right shoulder segmentation

cut plane oin tile upper torso.
0. Lateral Center of Mass: A point that defles the

location of the center of mass on the lateral surface of 37. ent o rhoulder C rdmpi h at on
the skin In a plane approximately pelediulear to the pp1 center of the right shoulder segntentation
sagittal plane, cut plane on tile tipper torso.

10. Medial Center of Mass : A point that defines tih 38. Right Nipple:, A point used in measurements 14,

location of the center of mass on tile medial surface of 15, and 16.

the skin in a plane approximately perpendicular to the 39. l4eft Nipple: A point nwd in masurements 14,

sagittal plane. 15, and 16.

11. Proximal Centrold: A point that defines the ap- 40. Submternale:- See Landmark Definitions, Appendix

proximate center of the proximal cut plane sirface. A.

12. Distal Centrold: A point that defines the approxi- 41. Omphallon : A point that defines tie location on the

mate center of tile distal cut plane surface. living of umbilicus.

13. CN1: A point (tick mark) that defines the cut 42. Right Anterior Superior lilac Spine: See Landmark
plane at tlte chin/neck separation. Definitions, Appendix A.

14. CN2 : Same as CNI. 13. Left Anterfor Superior Iliac Spine: See Landmark
15. CN3: Same as CN1. Definitions, Appendix A.

16. F4 : A point (tick mark) that defines tile cut plane 44. Right Iliocristale: See Laidmark Definitions, Ap-
at the occiput/neck separation paprallel to the Frank-
fort Plane. 45. Left Illocristale : See Iandnmark Definitions, A.

17. 5: Same as V4. pendlx A.
18. FO:, Same as F4. 46. Right Trochanterlon: See Landmark Definitions,

Appendix A.
19. A7: A point (tick mark) that defines the Inter-

section of the two cut planes separating the head and 47. Left Trochanterlon: See Landmark Definitions,
neck. Appendix A.

20. AS: Same as A7. 48. Right Mldblceps: A point on the lateral surface of20. Ah Sae as e AD the tipper arm that defines tie level of upper arm cir.
21. Right Tragion: See Landmark Definitions, Appen- cuiference (measurement 06).

dix A.22. Left Traglon : See L~andmark Definitions, Appen- 49. Right Thumbl Tip t A point onl tile right thumb that

dix A. defines the most anterior point.

23. Right Ectocanths: See Landmark Definitions Ap- 50. Right Knee Point: A point on the superior sur-

pendIx A. face of the right knee that defines the location of knee

24. Left Ectocanthus: See Landmark Definitions, Ap- height (easuremnt 44).
pendix A. 51. Right Lateral Knee Point: A point on the lateral

25. Gflaholla : See Landmark Definitions, Appendix A. surface of the right knee that defines th( location of
knee breadth (inensuretnent 47).

26. Menton : See Landmark Definitionq, Appendix A. neh-at aiaueet4)
52. ]right Midenlf: A point on the lateral surface of

27. Saprasternale: See Landmark Definitions, Aipen- the calf that defines tile level of lower leg circunference,
dix A. maxinun (measurement 50).

28. Cervlcale: See Landmark Definitions, Appendix 53. flight Sphyrlon: See Landmark Definltions, Appen-

A. dix A.
29. Right Acroinion : See Landmark Definitions, Appen- 54. Right Minnmnmn Ankle,: A point ol tile lateral stir-

dix A. face of ti lower leg that defines the level of the mini-
30. Left Aeroinlon: See Landmark Definitions, Appen- inuni tircunforence and otlher ineasureaients (54, 55, 56,

dix A. and 57).

i4
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TABLE B-I. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Head Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

7 + 5.6 + 2.2 + 0.8 + 0.3 + 6.1 + 2.4
8 - 5.3 - 2.1 - 0.8 - 0.3 -5.6 -2.2
9, left - 0.8 - 0.3 + 6.4 + 2.5 0.0 0.0
9, right + 0.8 + 0.3 - 6.4 - 2.5 0.0 0.0

11 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.1 -5.6 2.2
13, right + 2.5 + 1.0 - 3.6 - 1.4 - 8.1 - 3.2
14, mid-sagittal + 3.6 + 1.4 0.0 0.0 - 9.9 -3.9
15, left + 1.8 + 0.7 + 4.3 + 1.7 - 7.6 - 3.0
16, left - 3.3 - 1.3 + 6.9 + 2.7 - 5.6 -2.2
17, mid-sagittal - 6.9 - 2.7 0.0 0.0 - 5.6 -2.2
18, right - 4.8 - 1.9 - 4.1 - 1.6 - 5.6 -2.2
19, left + 0.3 + 0.1 + 4.8 + 1.9 - 5.6 - 2.2
20, right + 0.5 + 0.2 - 4.6 - 1.8 - 5.6 - 2.2
21 0.0 0.0 - 5.6 - 2.2 - 3.3 - 1.3
22 - 0.5 - 0.2 + 5.8 + 2.3 - 3.3 - 1.3
23 + 7.6 + 3.0 - 3.0 - 1.2 - 2.8 - 1.1
24 + 7.1 + 2.8 + 4.1 + 1.6 - 2.5 - 1.0
25 + 8.6 + 3.4 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 - 0.2
26 + 7.6 + 3.0 0.0 0.0 - 9.4 - 3.7

TABLE B-2. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Chiid Head Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

7 + 6.1 + 2.4 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 5.1 + 2.0
8 - 6.1 - 2.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 6.4 - 2.5
9, left + 0.3 + 0.1 + 6.6 + 2.6 - 0.5 - 0.2
9, right - 0.3 - 0.1 - 6.9 - 2.7 + 0.5 + 0.2

11 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 6.4 - 2.5
13, right + 2.5 + 1.0 - 3.6 - 1.4 - 1.8 - 0.7
14, mid-sagittal + 4.3 + 1.7 0.0 0.0 -10.7 - A.?
15, left + 2.8 + 1.1 + 3.3 + 1.3 - 9.4 - 3.7
16, left - 4.1 - 1.6 + 4.6 + 1.8 - 6.4 - 2.5

17, mid-sagittal - 7.6 - 3.0 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 6.4 - 2.5
18, right - 5.1 - 2.0 - 4.1 - 1.6 - 6.4 - 2.5
19, left + 0.5 + 0.2 + 4.8 + 1.9 - 6.4 - 2.5

20, right + 0.5 + 0.2 - 4.6 - 1.8 - 6.4 - 2.5
21 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 5.8 - 2.3 - 3.0 - 1.2
22 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 5.8 + 2.3 - 3.0 - 1.2

23 + 6.9 + 2.7 - 4.6 - 1.8 - 2.3 - 0.9
24 + 7.1 + 2.8 + 3.6 + 1.4 - 2.3 - 0.9
25 + 8.1 + 3.2 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1
26 + 7.6 + 3.0 - 0.5 - 0.2 -10.4 -4.1
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TABLE B-3. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Neck Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 + 3.0 + 1.2 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 4.1 - 1.6
5 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 4.6 - 1.8 - 2.8 - 1.1
6 - 1.5 - 0.6 + 4.8 + 1.9 - 2.0 - 0.8
7 + 2.8 + 1.1 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 2.0 - 0.8
8 - 3.3 - 1.3 - 0.5 - 0.2 + 2.3 + 0.9
9, left - 0.3 - 0.1 + 3.8 + 1.5 + 0.3 + 0.1
9, right + 0.3 + 0.1 - 3.0 - 1.2 - 0.3 - 0.1

11 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 2.8 - 1.1 -i

12 + 1.3 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.2 + 2.3 + 0.9
13, right + 3.3 + 1.3 + 5.1 + 2.0 + 1.3 + 0.5
14, mid-sagittal + 5.3 + 2.1 + 0.8 + 0.3 - 1.3 - 0.5
15, left + 4.1 + 1.6 - 3.0 - 1.2 + 0.8 + 0.3
16, left - 2.8 - 1.1 - 4.1 - 1.6 + 2.3 + 0.9
17, mid-sagittal - 5.1 - 2.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.3 + 0.9
18, right - 1.3 - 0.5 + 4.8 + 1.9 + 2.3 + 0.9
19, left + 1.5 + 0.6 + 5.6 + 2.2 + 2.3 + 0.9
20, right + 2.3 + 0.9 - 4.3 - 1.7 + 2.3 + 0.9
27 + 3.0 + 1.2 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 4.1 - 1.6
28 -4.6 -1.6 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 1.3 - 0.5

TABLE B-4. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Neck Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 + 3.6 + 1.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 4.8 - 1.9
1.0 - 0.4 - 5.1 - 2.0 - 2.8 - 1.1

-0.0 0.0 + 5.1 + 2.0 - 2.8 - 1.1

7 + 3.8 + 1.5 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 1.3 - 0.5
8 - 5.6 -2.2 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 1.8 + 0.7
9, left + 0.3 + 0.1 + 4.6 + 1.8 + 0.5 + 0.2

9, right - 0.3 - 0.1 - 4.3 - 1.7 - 0.5 - 0.2
11 0.0 0.0 + 0.5 + 0.2 - 3.0 - 1.2

12 + 0.8 + 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 2.3 + 0.9
13, right + 4.1 + 1.6 + 3.6 + 1.4 - 0.3 - 0.1
14, mid-sagittal + 4.6 + 1.8 0.0 0.0 - 1.8 - 0.7
1.5, left + 3.3 + 1.3 - 3.8 - 1.5 - 0.3 - 0.1 -

16, left - 3.8 - 1.5 - 3.8 - 1.5 + 2.5 + 1.0
17, mid-sagittal - 6.1 - 2.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.5 + 1.0
18, right - 2.3 - 0.9 - 4.8 - 1.9 + 2.5 + 1.0
19, left + 1.5 + 0.6 + 4.8 + 1.9 + 2.5 + 1.0
20, right + 1.0 + 0.4 - 4.8 - 1.9 + 2.5 + 1.0
27 + 3.6 + 1.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 4.8 - 1.9 !

28 - 4.3 - 1.7 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 1.5 - 0.6
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TABLE B-5. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Upper Torso Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Ais Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 +10.4 + 4.1 0.0 0.0 - 8.9 - 3.5

3, left +0.5 +0.2 +7.1 +2.8 -8.9 - 3.5
3, right -0.3 -0.1 -7.9 -3.1 -9.4 - 3.7

4 + 4.6 + 1.8 0.0 0.0 + 8.1 + 3.2

6, left - 0.3 - 0.1 + 4.3 + 1.7 +10.9 + 4.3

6, right 0.0 0.0 - 5.3 - 2.1 +10.2 + 4.0

7 +6.6 +2.6 +0.3 + 0.1 +0.5 +0.2

8 -6.1 -2.4 -0.3 - 0.1 -0.8 - 0.3

9, left - 0.3 - 0.1 + 8.4 + 3.3 - 0.3 - 0.1

9, right +1.0 +0.4 -8.9 -3.5 +0.3 +0.1

11 +1.8 +0.7 +0.3 +0.1 -9.1 - 3.6

12 +0.5 +0.2 "-0.3 -0.1 +10.2 +4.0

27 +4.6 +1.8 0.0 0.0 +8.1 +3.2

28 - 3.3 - 1.3 0.0 0.0 +11.9 + 4.7

29 - 1.0 -0.4 -10.9 -4.3 +7.9 +3.1

30 -1.5 -0.6 +10.7 +4.2 +8.1 +3.2

31 +2.0 +0.8 -10.2 -4.0 +6.1 +2.4

32 +5.6 +2.2 -8.4 -3.3 +3.6 +1.4

33 +3.0 +1.2 +8.9 +3.5 +3.0 +1.2
34 - 5.1 - 2.0 - 8.6 - 3.4 + 3.3 + 1.3

35 -4.8 -1.9 +8.6 +3.4 +3.3 +1.3

36 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 9.7 -3.8 +5.3 + 2.1
37 -1.3 -0.5 +9.7 +3.8 +5.1 +2.0
38 +5.8 +2.3 -5.3 - 2.1 +0.8 - 0.3
39 +6.1 +2.4 +5.3 +2.1 + 1.0 +0.4
40 +7.1 +2.8 0.0 0.0 - 1.3 -0.5

TABLE B-6. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Upper Torso Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 +10.2 + 4.0 0.0 0.0 -10.9 - 4.3
3, left 0.0 0.0 + 9.1 + 3.6 -11.4 - 4.5

3, right + 0.8 + 0.3 - 9.9 - 3.9 -10.7 - 4.2
4 +4.8 + 1.9 + 0.3 +0.1 +9.7 +3.8

6, left +0.8 +0.3 +4.6 + 1.8 +12.2 +4.8
6, right + 0.5 + 0.2 - 5.8 - 2.3 +12.2 + 4.8
7 + 7.4 + 2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 - 6.9 - 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9, left -0.3 - 0.1 +9.9 +3.9 +0.3 +0.1
9, right + 0.3 + 0.1 -10.2 - 4.0 - 0.3 - 0.1

11 + 1.0 + 0.4 0.0 0.0 -10.9 - 4.3
12 + 1.0. + 0.4 0.0 0.0 +12.2 + 4.8
27 +4.8 + 1.9 +0.3 + 0.1 +9.7 +3.8
28 - 3.0 - 1.2 - 0.8 - 0.3 +14.2 + 5.6

29 0.0 0.0 -12.2 - 4.8 + 9.4 + 3.7
30 + 0.3 + 0.1 +12.7 + 5.0 + 8.6 + 3.4

+ 3.8 + 1.5 -11.7 -4.6 + 7.4 + 2.9
32 + 4.3 + 1.7 -10.4 - 4.1 + 4.3 + 1.7

33 +4.3 +1.7 +10.2 +4.0 +3.6 +1.4

34 - 4.6 - 1.8 -10.7 - 4.2 + 4.1 + 1.6

35 -5.1 -2.0 +9.7 +3.8 +3.8 +1.5
36 - 0.3 - 0.1 -11.2 - 4.4 +5.8 +2.3
37 0.0 0.0 +10.9 + 4.3 + 5.6 + 2.2
38 + 7.4 +2.9 - 5.6 - 2.2 +0.5 +0.2
39 +7.4 +2,9 +5.1 +2.0 +0.5 +0.2

40 + 7.6 +3.0 0.0 0.0 - 3.8 - 1.5
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TABLE B-7. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Lower Torso Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

I +9.7 + 3.8 0.0 0.0 + 6.6 + 2.6

3, left -0.8 - 0.3 +6.9 +2.7 +6.9 +2.7
3, right - 1.3 - 0.5 - 7.9 - 3.1 + 5.8 + 2.3
4 + 8.4 + 3.3 0.0 0.0 - 0.8 - 0.3
6, left + 1.3 + 0.5 +10.2 + 4.0 - 5.1 - 2.0 Z
6, right +0.8 +0.3 -10.2 -4.0 -6.1 - 2.4
7 + 8.6 + 3.4 0.0 0.0 + 0.8 + 0.3
8 - 6.4 - 2.5 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 - 0.2
9, left - 0.8 - 0.3 + 8.6 + 3.4 + 0.3 + 0.1
9, right + 0.5 + 0.2 - 8.9 - 3.5 - 0.3 - 0.1

11 +0.8 + 0.3 - 0.3 - 0.1 +6.6 + 2.6

12 + 1.0 + 0.4 -0.5 - 0.2 - 5.3 - 2.1
42 +6.4 +2.5 -6.9 -2.7 +1.0 +0.4
43 +6.4 +2.5 +6.4 +2.5 +1.8 +0.7
44 -0.3 -0.1 -8.6 -34 +2.0 +0.8
45 +0.8 +0.3 +7.9 +3.1 +2.8 + 1.1
46 + 0.8 + 0.3 -10.2 - 4.0 - 6.1 - 2.4
47 +1.3 +0.5 +10.2 +4.0 -5.1 -2.0

TABLE B-8. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Lower Torso Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 + 9.4 + 3.7 0.0 0.0 + 8.6 + 3.4
3, left - 0.5 - 0.2 + 9.4 + 3.7 + 8.1 + 3.2
3, right + 0.3 + 0.1 - 9.4 - 3.7 + 8.1 + 3.2
4 +9.1 + 3.6 0.0 0.0 + 1.5 + 0.6
6, left + 2.5 + 1.0 +11.7 + 4.6 - 4.6 - 1.8
6, right + 2.8 + 1.1 -11.2 - 4.4 - 5.8 - 2.37 +9.1 +3.6 0.0 0.0 + 1.5 +0.6

8 - 6.9 - 2.7 .0.0 0.0 - 0.8 - 0.3

9, left 0.0 0.0 +10.7 + 4.2 - 0.3 - 0.1
9, right - 0.3 - 0.1 -10.4 - 4.1 + 0.5 + 0.211 + 1.0 + 0.4 - 0.3 -0.1 + 8.4 + 3.3

12 + 2.3 + 0.9 0.0 0.0 - 5.6 - 2.2 }

42 + 6.1 + 2.4 - 6.6 -2.6 + 1.0 + 0.4
43 + 5.8 + 2.3 + 7.9 + 3.1 + 1.3 + 0.5
44 +0.3 + 0.1 - 9.9 - 3.9 +6.9 + 2.7
45 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 9.7 + 3.8 +4.8 + 1.9
46 + 2.8 + 1.1 -11.2 - 4.4 - 5.8 - 2.3
47 +2.5 + 1.0 +11.7 +4.6 - 4.6 - 1.8
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TIBLE B-9. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Upper Am Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 +0.5 +0.2 +3.3 .+ 1.3 +6.6 + 2.6

2 + 2.3 +0.9 +3.8 +1.5 +4.1 + 1.6

3 - 1.3 - 0.5 +0.3 + 0.1 +8.4 +3.3

4 +0.5 +0.2 +2.8 +1.1 - 4.8 - 1.9

5 + 2.8 + 1.1 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 6.6 - 2.6

6 - 1.5 - 0.6 - 0.5 - 0.2 - 8.4 - 3.3

7 + 0.5 + 0.2 + 3.3 + 1.3 0.0 0.0

8 -0.5 - 0.2 -2.8 -1.1 0.0 0.0

9 - 2.5 - 1.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 0.3 - 0.1

10 +2.0 +0.8 -0.3 -0.1 +0.3 +0.1

11 + 0.8 + 0.3 0.0 0.0 + 5.8 + 2.3

12 +0,8 +0.3 +0.3 +0.1 - 6.9 -2.7

29 - 1.3 - 0.5 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 8.4 + 3.3

32 +2.3 +0.9 +3.8 + 1.5 +4.1 +1.6

34 - 0.8 - 0.3 - 2.5 - 1.0 +6.7 +2.7
48 -2.5 - 1.0 +0.3 +0.1 -0.3 -0.1

MBLE A-10. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Upper Arm Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 -2.5 - 1.0 +3.0 +1.2 +9.1 +3.6
2 +1.3 +0.5 +4.1 +1.6 +6.6 +2.6

3 - 1.5 - 0.6 - 0.8 - 0.3 +11.2 + 4.4

4 - 0.3 - 0.1 +3.8 +1.5 - 6.1 - 2.4
5 +2.5 +1.0 +1.5 +0.6 - 7.9 -3.1
6 - 2.0 -0.8 0.0 0.0 - 9.4 -3.7
7 - 0.5 -0.2 +4.1 + 1.6 -0.3 -0.1
8 + 0.3 +0.1 -3.6 -1.4 +0.3 +0.1
9 - 2.5 - 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 + 2.3 + 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

11 +0.3 + 0.1 -0.3 -0.1 +7.6 +3.0
12 +0.5 +0.2 +0.8 +0.3 - 8.6 -3.4
29 - 1.5 - 0.6 - 0.8 - 0.3 +11.2 +4.4
32 +1.3 +0.5 +4.1 + 1.6 +6.6 +2.6
34 +1.3 +0.5 4.8 1.9 +6.1 +2.4
48 2.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.6
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TABLE B-II. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Lower Arm Landuarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axio

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

I - 2.8 - 1.1 0.0 0.0 + 3.0, + 1.2

2 -4.8 1.9 + 2.3 +0.9 + J.5 +0.6

3 -.6.4 -2.5 -2.0 -0.8 -0.3 -0.1

4 +6.4 +2.5 0.0 0.0 +2.5 +1.0

5 +6.4 +2.5 +1.3 +0.5 +0.3 + 0.1

6 + 6.9 + 2,7 - 1.3 - 0.5 0.0 0.0

7 0,0 0,0 -0.3 -0.1 + 3.0 + 1.2

8 0.0 0.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 2.3 -0.9

9 0.0 0.0 - 2.5 - 1.0 - 0.3 - 0.1

10 0.0 0.0 +2.3 +0.9 +0.3 + 0.1

11 - 5.1 -2.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 1.0 + 0.4

12 + 6.6 + 2.6 0.0 0.0 + 0.3 + 0.1

TABLE B-12. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Lower Arm Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 - 2.5 - 1.0 0.0 0.0 + 3.6 + 1.4

2 - 5.3 - 2.1 +2.5 + 1.0 + 1.3 +0.5

3 - 6.1 -2.4 - 2.3 -0.9 0.0 0.0

4 +8.4 +3.3 0.0 0.0 +2.3 +0.9

5 +8.1 +3.2 + 1.8 +0.7 -0.3 - 0.1

6 +8.4 +3.3 - 1.0 -0.4 -1.5 -0.6

7 + 0.3 + 0.1 0.0 0.0 + 3.3 + 1.3

8 -0.3 - 0.1 0.0 0.0 - 2.8 - 1.1

9 0.0 0.0 - 2.5 - 1.0 - 0.5 -0.2

10 0.0 0.0 +2.5 + 1.0 +0.5 +0.1

11 -5.6 -2.2 +0.3 + 0.1 +0.5 +0.1

12 +8.1 +3.2 +0.5 +0.2 0.0 0.0
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TABLE B-13. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Hand Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 -4.3 - 1.7 +0.3 + 0.1 +2.3 +0.9

2 - 4.3 - 1.7 + 1.3 + 0.5 0.0 0.0

3 - 4.3 - 1.7 - 1.3 - 0.5 0.0 0.0

7 +0.3 +0.1 +0.3 +0.1 +3.8 +1.5

8 - 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.5 -0.2 - 3.3 - 1.3
9 +0.5 +0.2 - 1.5 - 0.6 +0.3 +0.1

8 -0.3 -0.1 +0.5 +0.2 -0.3 -0.1
S11 - 4.3 - 1.7 - 0.3 - 0.1 0.0 0.0

49 +2.5 +1.0 +0.3 +0.1 +3.0 +1.2

4

TABLE 3-14. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Hand Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Lsndmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 - 5,6 - 2.2 +0.3 + 0.1 +2.0 + 8.8

2 - 5.6 - 2.2 + 1.8 +0.7 - 1.0 - 0.4

3 - 5.6 - 2.2 - 1.3 -0.5 - 1.8 - 0.7

7 -0.3 -0.1 +0.3 1 +3.3 +1.3

8 +0.3 + 0.1 - 0.3 -0.1 - 3.6 -1.4

9 0.0 0.0 - 1.8 -0.7 0.0 0.0

10 0.0 0.0 + 0.8 + 0.3 0.0 0.0

11 - 5.8 - 2.3 0.0 0.0 - 0.3 -0.1

49 +3.0 +1.2 +0.3 + 0.1 +2.8 + 1.1
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TABLE B-15. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Upper Leg Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 - 2.5 - 1.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 4.8 + 1.9

3 - 8.9 - 3.5 - 5.1 - 2.0 + 1.3 + 0.5

4 +16.5 + 6,5 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.8 + 1.1

5 +13.2 + 5.2 + 3.0 + 1.2 - 0,5 - 0.2

6 +12.7 + 5.0 - 3.3 -1.3 - 1.0 - 0.4 1

7 + 0.3 + 0.1 0.0 0.0 + 4.6 + 1.8

8 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 - 3.3 - 1.3

9 0.0 0.0 -4.8 -1.9 + 0.8 + 0.3

10 0.0 0.0 + 4.3 + 1.7 - 0.8 - 0.3

11 -9.1 -3.6 0.0 0.0 + 1.3 + 0.5

12 +13.0 + 5.1 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 - 0.2

46 - 8.9 3.5 - 5.1 - 2.0 + 1.3 + 0.5

50 +15,0 + 5.9 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 4.1 + 1.6

4A.
TABLE B-16. Three-Dimensiunal-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Upper Leg Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Sut face Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 -5.6 - 2.2 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 5.8 + 2.3 All

3 -10.2 - 4.0 - 5.3 - 2.1 + 1.0 + 0.4

4 +17.5 + 6.9 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 1.8 + 0.7 j

5 +13.5 + 5.3 + 6.6 + 2.6 -2.3 -0.9 i :

6 +13.7 + 5.4 -3.3 -1.3 -2.5 -1.0

7 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 0.3 -0.1 + 5.1 + 2.0 '.

8 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 4.6 - 1.8

9 0.0 0.0 - 4.8 - 1.9 0.0 0.0 A
10 0.0 0.0 + 5.1 + 2.0 0.0 0.0

11 -10.4 - 4.1 - 0.5 - 0.2 + 1.3 + 0.5 4,

12 +14.5 + 5.7 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 1.5 - 0.6

46 -10.2 -4.0 -5.3 -2.1 + 1.0 + 0.4

50 +16.3 + 6.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.3 + 0.9

51 +14.2 + 5.6 - 3.8 - 1.5 - 1.3 - 0.5
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TABLE B-17. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Lower Leg Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 + 3.6 + 1.4 + 0.3 + 0.1 +11.4 + 4.5

2 0.0 0.0 + 3.6 + 1.4 + 8.1 + 3.2

3 0.0 0.0 - 2.8 - 1.1 + 7.9 + 3.1

4 + 3.3 + 1.3 + 0.3 + 0.1 -11.2 - 4.4

5 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 2.3 + 0.9 -11.7 - 4.6

6 + 3.3 + 1.3 - 2.3 - 0.9 -11.9 - 4.7

7 + 3,0 + 1,2 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 0.3 - 0.1

8 - 3,3 - 1.3 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1

9 - 0.5 - 0,2 - 2.8 - 1.1 + 0.3 + 0.1

10 + 0.5 + 0.2 + 2.8 + 1.1 - 0.3 - 0.1

11 + 0,3 + 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 7.9 + 3.1

12 - 0.5 - 0.2 + 0.3 + 0.1 -11.7 -4.6

53 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 2.3 + 0.9 -11.7 - 4.6

TABLE B-18. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Lower Leg Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis
Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 +-3.0 + 3.2 + 0.3 + 0.1 +15.2 + 6.0

2 -0.1 - 0.4 + 3.6 + 1.4 +10.9 + 4.3

3 - 1.3 - 0.5 - 3.6 - 1.4 +11.2 + 4.4

4 + 4.6 + 1.8 + 0.3 + 0.1 -15.5 - 6.1

5 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.8 + 1.1 -15.5 -6.1

6 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 2.5 - 1.0 -16.3 -6.4

7 + 3.0 + 1.2 - 0.3 - 0.1 + 0.3 + 0.1

8 - 4.3 - 1,7 + 0.3 + 0.1 - 0.3 - 0.1

9 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 4.1 - 1.6 - 0.8 - 0.3

10 + 0,5 + 0,2 + 2.8 + 1.1 + 0.5 + 0.2

11 - 0,5 - 0.2 010 0.0 +11.4 + 4.5

12 0.0 0.0 + 0.3 + 0.1 -16.0 - 6.3

£ 53 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 2.8 + 1.1 -15.5 - 6.1

54 - 1.0 - 0.4 - 2.0 - 0.8 -12.4 - 4.9
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TABLE B-19. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 3-Year-Old-Child Foot Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 + 2.8 + 1.1

2 - 3.6 - 1.4 + 2.3 +0.9 +2.3 +0.9

3 -4.3 - 1.7 -2.0 -0.8 +2.0 +0.8

7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 + 2.8 + 1.1

8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 1.8 - 0.7

9 +0.3 +0.1 -2.0 -0.8 +0.8 +0.3

10 -0.3 - 0.1 + 1.5 +0.6 - 0.8 - 0.3

11 - 3.8 - 1.5 0.0 0.0 + 2.3 + 0.9

46 - 3.6 - 1.4 +2.3 +0.9 +2.3 +0.9

TABLE B-20. Three-Dimensional-Point Locations of 6-Year-Old-Child Foot Landmarks

Number Code of X Axis Y Axis Z Axis

Surface Landmarks cm in cm in cm in

1 +1.3 +0.5 +0.3 + 0.1 +2.8 + 1.1

2 -3.6 - 1.4 +2.8 +1.1 + 2.5 + 1.0

3 -4.6 - 1.8 - 2.5 -1.0 +2.0 +0.8

7 + 0.5 + 0.2 0.0 0.0 + 2.8 + 1.1

8 - 0.5 - 0.2 0.0 0.0 - 1.3 - 0.5

9 +0.3 + 0.1 - 2.5 - 1.0 +0.5 +0.2

10 - 0.3 - 0.1 +2.3 +0.9 -0.3 - 0.1

11 -3.3 - 1.3 +0.3 +0.1 +2.5 + 1.0

46 - 3.6 - 1.4 + 2.8 + 1.1 + 2.5 + 1.0
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